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ABSTRACT

Robustness and Optimality

in CSMA Wireless Networks

by

Bruno Nardelli

In today’s widely diffused CSMA wireless networks, problems of coordination

in the access to the channel by multiple transmitters can lead to unfair situations

where some of the flows receive much of the network throughput while others suf-

fer from poor performance. As a solution to this problem, recent theoretical studies

have proposed distributed CSMA adaptation protocols that, under certain assump-

tions, maximize a network utility function, yielding high throughput fairly distributed

among flows. The main idea in the operation of such protocols, referred to as Op-

timal CSMA, is to adapt the contention aggressiveness of a flow as a function of its

queue length, without the need of any information exchange among nodes. Thus,

their operation is distributed, and does not introduce additional control overhead to

CSMA operation. However, we show that such an approach is fragile, and can suf-

fer high performance degradation under conditions of frequent occurrence, namely;

asymmetric channels, heterogeneous traffic, and packet collisions. In this work, we

address the main sources of performance degradation in Optimal CSMA to design

a distributed protocol for proportional-fair throughput maximization robust to such

conditions. First, we generalize Optimal CSMA models to incorporate individual per-

link modulation and coding rates. With our generalized network optimization model,
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we derive distributed algorithms that maximize utility under arbitrary channel capac-

ities. Second, we propose a novel structure that can be used in the place of queues to

provide optimal CSMA adaptation. As such a structure does not use traffic backlog

to operate, the resulting adaptation is optimal for the set of active flows under general

traffic arrival patterns. Third, we propose a robustness function compatible with the

optimization approach, which maintains high medium access rates to maximize per-

formance in low contention scenarios, yet reduces medium access to avoid collisions

as the network contention increases. Finally, we validate our design by evaluating

its performance against state-of-the-art protocols for distributed CSMA optimization

under critical scenarios combining the three aforementioned sources of performance

degradation, observing vast gains in network logarithmic utility across a wide-range

of network operating conditions.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Recent theoretical studies have shown that, under certain assumptions, distributed

CSMA adaptation protocols can be derived to jointly maximize throughput and attain

fairness as captured by a network utility function [35–38]. The main idea in the

operation of such protocols is to adapt the aggressiveness of flows in the contention

for the channel as a function of their packet queue length, in a way that was rigorously

shown to stabilize all queues in the network. Since the adaptation at each transmitter

is determined only by its own queue length, no information exchange is required

among flows. In the following, we refer to this class of protocols as Optimal CSMA.

While multiple analytical works have been devoted to the design of Optimal CSMA

protocols and the derivation of proofs of their optimal performance (e.g., see [35–38]

and the references therein), only a few implementations of such protocols exist [39,40].

Furthermore, prior to our work, experimentation with such protocols was very limited,

leading to a short understanding on the operation of Optimal CSMA in realistic

settings, outside of the scope of analytical model assumptions. In contrast, we show

that some of the conditions assumed away in Optimal CSMA models can have a high

impact leading to severe performance degradation in real protocol implementations.

In particular, are three the main sources of performance degradation in Opti-

mal CSMA networks identified in our study; (i) with asymmetric channels, Opti-

mal CSMA overly favors links with lower capacity, leading to suboptimal network

throughput; (ii) with heterogeneous traffic, specific flows can suffer severe through-

put degradation when their packet arrival rates to the MAC layer are insufficient to

maintain the required queue lengths, and (iii) under high contention, packet collisions
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at flow receivers can introduce high throughput degradation.

In this thesis, we advance the state of research in CSMA optimization by de-

riving a distributed CSMA protocol for proportional-fair throughput maximization

robust to the aforementioned three main sources of performance degradation for Op-

timal CSMA. First, we propose a generalization of theoretical models for distributed

CSMA optimization to the case with arbitrary link capacities. Using such a model,

the protocol derivation can be split into two steps; (i) through an analytical equiva-

lence, we show that the problem of maximizing proportional-fair throughput can be

reduced to the problem of maximizing proportional-fair transmission time, and; (ii)

we then propose a distributed CSMA protocol for proportional-fair transmission-time

maximization (which, via step (i) also maximizes proportional-fair throughput). Im-

portantly, since the only input for adaptation in the proposed protocol is the trans-

mission time attained by a flow over time (which is a base quantity in the model,

non-affected by link capacities), the resulting adaptation is optimal irrespective of

channel asymmetries.

Second, we propose a new CSMA adaptation mechanism that does not rely on

packet queue length to deliver optimal adaptation, and thus can adapt optimally

even when arrival rates from upper layers are insufficient to maintain long queues.

Such an adaptation is based on an abstract structure, termed the service meter,

that mimics the behavior of a queue, but uses locally-generated units to measure the

service received by a flow, rather than packets arriving from upper layers. Similar to

the case of packet queues, we show that optimal CSMA adaptation can be attained

by adjusting the contention aggressiveness of each flow as a function of its service

meter length. However, since service meters do not use real traffic to operate, the

resulting adaptation is optimal irrespective of the flow packet arrival rates.

Third, we propose a solution to avoid high throughput degradation due to colli-

sions under high contention. We start by showing that such high collisions are due

to the main adaptation principle of Optimal CSMA, which under high contention
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simultaneously raises the contention aggressiveness at multiple flows. Furthermore,

we show that the goal itself of optimizing the network performance as captured by

Optimal CSMA models (which do not capture collisions) conflicts with the goal of

robustness to collisions, such that maximum access can only be attained by increas-

ing contention aggressiveness and a lower collision probability can only be attained

by reducing it. Based on this, we propose a mixed design approach that combines

robustness with optimality, by maintaining high access when the network contention

levels are low, but reducing flow medium access rates to avoid collisions as the network

contention levels increase.

Finally, we evaluate the performance of the proposed design against existing so-

lutions such as 802.11 and state-of-the-art Optimal CSMA protocols for distributed

utility maximization. We observe that, in scenarios with channel asymmetries our

solution attains a throughput distribution up to 10 times closer to the optimal than

previous methods, while increasing the total network throughput of up to %74. In

scenarios with heterogeneous traffic, our solution delivers high gains in logarithmic

network utility, of up to 46% higher than existing Optimal CSMA solutions by increas-

ing the performance of the lowest performing flows. In scenarios with high contention,

our design avoids performance degradation due to collisions, yielding high throughput

gains of up to 78%. In randomly generated scenarios, our solution delivers high gains

in network logarithmic utility, of up to 21% on average over 100 randomly-generated

network instances.

This thesis is divided into five chapters, the first of which contains the present

introduction. Chapter 2 presents an evaluation of prior Optimal CSMA for distributed

utility maximization, which reveals how different conditions of practical occurrence

in wireless networks affect the protocol performance. Furthermore, it evaluates the

performance of Optimal CSMA against other protocols and theoretical optimal points,

and identifies the main sources of performance degradation in Optimal CSMA.

Chapter 3 proposes a new model for off-line CSMA network optimization that
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jointly captures the effect of collisions and channel asymmetries in per-flow through-

put distributions. In the later part of the chapter, we show how to use this model to

determine the network-wide contention window assignment that maximizes throughput-

based utility, and evaluate the accuracy of the model in application to the optimization

problem.

Chapter 4 discusses the design and evaluation of a distributed CSMA protocol

for proportional-fair throughput maximization, robust to channel asymmetries, het-

erogeneous traffic and collisions under high contention. The first part of this chapter

focuses on the system design, introducing new model features and protocol functions

for robust operation. The second part, instead, validates the design by evaluating it

against state-of-the-art protocols for distributed CSMA optimization in challenging

scenarios that combine the three operating conditions critical to CSMA optimization

described above.

Finally, Chapter 5 concludes summarizing the main contributions of this thesis.
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Chapter 2

An Experimental Evaluation of Optimal CSMA

2.1 Introduction

Recently, there has been an increasing interest from the research community in the

design of distributed CSMA algorithms to maximize network utility [35–38]. The idea

behind the operation of such protocols is to adapt the transmitters’ contention aggres-

siveness as a function of flow queue lengths. As a link queue grows, the transmitter

becomes more aggressive in the contention for channel access. The larger attempt

rate increases its probability to access the channel as compared to competing flows.

A remarkable aspect of these protocols is that they do not require any centralized

control or message passing. In the following, we refer to this class of protocols as

distributed optimal CSMA, or ‘oCSMA’ for short.

Under a list of assumptions, papers [35–38] presented proofs of convergence and

optimality for oCSMA. Despite its simplicity and optimality, implementation and

experimentation with oCSMA in practical settings have been very limited. The few

existing implementations have been used only as a validation in simplistic scenarios

[39, 40].

The key challenge in evaluating oCSMA is the design of modular experimental

scenarios that reveal what aspects of oCSMA work or do not work and why. In ad-

dition, such scenarios must be realistic enough to extrapolate results to real-world

operating conditions. To face this challenge, we propose a methodical approach, by

which aspects critical to performance are isolated into carefully designed scenarios

using a decoupling technique. Our technique provides insights into how each perfor-

mance factor affects oCSMA, and enables the application of these results to oCSMA
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in real networks.

First, since network topology determines which nodes carrier sense each other, dif-

ferent interconnectivity among contending flows yield dramatically different through-

put distributions in CSMA networks. For example, hidden terminals (HT) effectively

disable carrier sense (CS) [2, 17, 20, 21], whereas asymmetric connectivity can yield

one or more nodes able to carrier sense while others cannot. Such a scenario, termed

Information Asymmetry (IA) [6,17,21], can yield near starvation to the node unable

to carrier sense. As a final example, uncoordinated interactions of neighbors may

prevent a node from accessing the medium for long time periods, as in the Flow-in-

the-Middle (FIM) topology [17, 22].

Second, the simultaneous occurrence of low-quality and high-quality channels

poses problems of fairness and efficiency in wireless networks. Previous work [23]

has shown that the role of MAC layer protocols (and in particular CSMA) is funda-

mental to determine the network performance under such conditions.

Finally, the operation of TCP congestion control over CSMA networks leads to

throughput degradation [29, 30]. Moreover, severe starvation exists in scenarios with

multiple competing TCP flows [29, 32]. Previous work has shown that the origins of

such starvation are strongly related to properties of the MAC layer itself [33].

In the current oCSMA model, the above issues are mostly assumed away: perfect

sensing, symmetric interference, homogeneous links, and infinite backlog not con-

trolled by any window based upper layer. It remains to be seen if the predictive

power of oCSMA theory remains despite these assumptions. More broadly, the new

principle of MAC design in oCSMA: increase contention aggressiveness when being

under-served, deserves a careful evaluation in realistic settings. By conducting the

first comprehensive evaluation of oCSMA, we bring new discoveries that can drive

the design of enhanced future oCSMA. Example findings are summarized below;

• Under symmetric high-collision scenarios, packet losses cause oCSMA to become

more aggressive due to lack of service. This high aggressiveness further increases
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collisions yielding a self-sustaining loop. Eventually, the protocol enters a state

where no successful transmissions occur;

• In scenarios with hidden terminals, RTS/CTS restores high performance in oC-

SMA, by mitigating collisions and avoiding an excessive growth of flow contention

aggressiveness.

• oCSMA solves problems of starvation in topologies with a flow-in-the-middle, which

affect all other CSMA protocols with asynchronous uncoordinated transmitters.

This is the first asynchronous CSMA protocol shown to solve the FIM problem in

an entirely distributed way.

• With multiple contending flows, oCSMA targets the same throughput at all links

regardless of differences in their channel qualities. This is because oCSMA controls

channel access priorities based only on queue lengths, without incorporating channel

conditions.

• In its current design, oCSMA conflicts with upper-layer window-based congestion

control, leading to performance loss at TCP network flows.

The remaining of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 reviews back-

ground concepts on oCSMA. Section 2.3 describes our experimental methodology.

Sections 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6 respectively discuss the effects of topological factors, chan-

nel asymmetry and TCP congestion control on oCSMA networks. Finally, Section

2.7 discusses related work in the field, and Section 2.8 concludes.

2.2 Background: Optimal CSMA

As a distributed protocol, CSMA is easy to implement and has a low overhead, and

is among the most widely implemented MAC protocols. In CSMA, a backlogged

node waits for a random period of silent time before transmitting, termed back-off

time. If no transmissions are sensed by the node (either by decoding headers of
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overheard packets or by measuring received energy) for the entire back-off period,

the transmission starts. Otherwise, the node defers as soon as it senses an ongoing

transmission, and resumes back-off after it senses the channel idle again. Back-off time

distributions and transmission durations are two key factors that determine CSMA’s

dynamics and thus its performance. In practice, back-off times are implemented by

discrete counters initialized to a random value of uniform distribution within a given

Contention Window (CW).

CSMA with fixed parameters may lead to poor performance due to either ex-

cessive collisions or too conservative channel access. Extensive attention has been

paid to adaptive CSMA protocols (see e.g., [34] and the references therein) for high

performance, where the key idea is to appropriately adapt back-off counters and/or

transmission durations considering network conditions. Most protocols are developed

from engineering heuristics and thus cannot guarantee a full coverage of the CSMA

capacity region (802.11 DCF is a good example).

Recently, adaptive CSMA algorithms in multi-hop wireless networks have been

revisited and generalized to target optimality in terms of throughput and fairness,

using a utility maximization framework [35–38]. More formally, oCSMA provably

leads to the long-term link-level throughput which arbitrarily tightly solves the fol-

lowing optimization problem:

max Σl∈LU(γl), such that γ ∈ Γ, (2.1)

where L is the set of links, U(·) is a concave, monotonically increasing and continu-

ously derivable utility function, and Γ is the set of all possible achievable rate vectors.

The importance of this result is that oCSMA achieves optimality in this sense without

requiring any explicit message passing or centralized schedulers.

We now explain the operation of oCSMA using the algorithm description in Ta-

ble 2.1. Assume that time is divided into successive frames. In Table 2.1, CSMA(λ, µ)

refers to CSMA having the random back-off counter with mean 1/λ and random trans-

mission duration with mean µ. oCSMA maintains a virtual queue ql for each link l,
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Table 2.1 : Description of Optimal CSMA. b[t]: step size, W (·): weight function, and
V , qmin, qmax are positive parameters with qmin < qmax, and [.]cd ≡ max(d,min(c, .)).

During each frame t

1 Run CSMA(λl[t], µl[t]), and record the

amount of served packets Sl[t] during this

frame.

At the end of each frame t

2 Update virtual queue ql as

ql[t+ 1] =

[

ql[t] +
b[t]

W ′(ql[t])

(

U ′−1
(W (ql[t])

V

)

− Sl[t]
)

]qmax

qmin

3 Set λl[t + 1] and µl[t + 1] such that their

product is equal to exp(W (ql[t + 1])).

which keeps track of the amount of received service Sl. However, the virtual queue

length is also affected by the amount of injected data, regulated by a congestion con-

trol mechanism. The utility function U is used to inject data at a rate that is inversely

proportional to the virtual queue length (and such mechanism is termed utility-based

congestion control). Finally, the back-off time distribution and the transmission du-

ration are adapted as a function of the virtual queue length, so that an under-served

link accesses the channel more aggressively than a well-served one.

Such an adaptation of contention aggressiveness minimizes the channel idle time,

yet guarantees fairness among flows (at equilibrium, via the shape of the utility func-

tion U). However, the effectiveness of oCSMA and its underlying MAC design ap-

proach is proved under critical assumptions, such as perfect CS, symmetric interfer-

ence, homogeneous links and infinite backlog not controlled by any window based
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upper layer protocol.

2.3 Experimental methodology

2.3.1 Topology

Our evaluation of oCSMA is based on the custom design of modular experimental

scenarios. Such a modular problem decomposition enables a precise identification of

which aspects of oCSMA work or not, and why. Furthermore, in real networks a com-

bination of the studied situations can manifest simultaneously. Therefore, combining

the conclusions that we derive for different experimental setups allows understanding

the operation of oCSMA in a wide range of real-world operating conditions.

(a) FC (b) HT (c) IA (d) FIM

Figure 2.1 : Atomic topologies used to separate topological factors and study them in

isolation. In the diagram, vertices represent network nodes, dotted lines represent the

ability of nodes to carrier sense each other, and arrows represent traffic flows. Nodes

are labeled by numbers and traffic flows are labeled by letters. Depicted topologies

are; a. Fully Connected (FC); b. Hidden Terminals (HT); c. Information Asymmetry

(IA); d. Flow-In-the-Middle (FIM).

Fig. 2.1 shows the elemental scenarios that we use to study the effect of topological

factors on the performance of oCSMA. First, this includes a fully-connected (FC)

topology that we use as a baseline for comparison (Fig. 2.1a).

Second, a hidden terminal topology (HT) with symmetric channels (Fig. 2.1b). In
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this case, the operation of CS may provide incorrect information on the channel state,

increasing the probability of simultaneous transmissions that collide at the receiver.

Third, in a topology with information asymmetry (IA, in Fig. 2.1c), concurrent

transmissions over the two links collide at node 1 but not at node 3. This asymmetric

situation leads to an unfair competition where the success rate of flow A is nearly

zero while the success rate of flow B is nearly 1.

Finally, in a topology with a flow-in-the-middle (FIM, in Fig. 2.1d), the trans-

mitter of the central flow can carrier sense transmissions over the side links (and vice

versa), but the transmitters on the sides cannot carrier sense each other. Therefore,

the central transmitter defers its transmissions whenever at least one of the side links

is active, whereas concurrent transmissions on the side links can occur. Assuming no

synchronization of nodes, transmissions on the side flows may interleave, leaving no

silent periods for the central flow to start a new transmission. As the situation persists

over time, the central flow starves while the side flows receive high throughput.

We evaluate the performance of oCSMA in each of these scenarios using fully-

backlogged flows to magnify the effect of topological factors, in Section 2.4. Later,

in Section 2.6, we use the same scenarios to study the joint effect of higher-layer

congestion control and topological factors, with special attention to the FIM scenario.

2.3.2 Channels

Fig. 2.2 shows the atomic scenarios that we use to study the effects of channel

asymmetry on the performance of oCSMA. First, when all flows share the same

transmitter, there exists no physical contention among flows for channel access, but

only a virtual contention implemented as a local decision at the transmitter node

itself. This represents a best case for flow channel access prioritization, since the

contention among flows is entirely controlled by the decision of a single node. To

study this, we use the topology in Fig. 2.2a, with a transmitter and two receivers,

which we call access point (AP) and clients, respectively. Given the similarities with
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(a) AP-DL (b) AP-CS

Figure 2.2 : Atomic topologies used to separate factors related to channel asymmetry.

In the diagram, vertices represent network nodes, dotted lines represent the ability

of nodes to carrier sense each other, and arrows represent traffic flows. Depicted

topologies are; a. an access point with two clients and downlink traffic (AP-DL); b.

an access point with uplink traffic and clients in CS range of each other (AP-CS)

a hotspot where users connect to download content, we call this scenario ‘downlink

AP case’, for short AP-DL.

Second, when transmitters are at different nodes but in CS range of each other,

packet collisions are still rare, and most packet losses are due to channel errors. As

oCSMA assigns higher priority to flows experiencing less throughput, it is likely that

the presence of under-performing links will imply a reduction in the total network

throughput. To study this case, we use the topology in Fig. 2.2b, with an AP and

two clients in CS range of each other, which we refer to as AP-CS.

2.3.3 oCSMA implementation

An implementation of oCSMA based on Common Code Architecture (CCA, [48])

was presented in [40]. In our evaluation of oCSMA, we use this implementation,

which comprises both a Glomosim-based simulator and a protocol implementation

over standard 802.11 hardware. The oCSMA implementation over 802.11 hardware

uses a modified madwifi driver to adapt the CW of transmitters at the device level

as required by the oCSMA algorithm. For our evaluation of oCSMA, we deployed

the CCA-based implementation in two platforms with different hardware for cross-
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(a) Fixed testbed node (b) Mobile testbed node

Figure 2.3 : Experimental testbed hardware.

Table 2.2 : Evaluation setup

Transmission rate 2 Mbps

Packet size 1000 bytes

Traffic pattern Concurrent, fully-backlogged flows

Weight function W (x) x

V 200

Utility function log(x)

validation and to minimize platform-specific results (see Fig. 2.3). Unless otherwise

stated, the simulation results presented in this section correspond to 50 runs of 60

seconds each, and the experimental results correspond to 20 runs of 60 seconds each.

All figures present average results with 95% confidence intervals. The oCSMA pa-

rameters in use are detailed in Table 2.2.

2.4 Topological factors

As highlighted by previous studies [1,6,17,20–22], topological factors have a tremen-

dous impact determining the performance of CSMA protocols at the network scale.
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Ideally, the theoretically-proven optimal contention aggressiveness adaptation of oC-

SMA should help improve performance even in the presence of adverse conditions.

Optimal CSMA has been designed from a new perspective than traditional CSMA.

For example, continued packet losses have the effect of increasing the CW of trans-

mitters when Binary Exponential Back-off (BEB) is used. For oCSMA, the effect

is actually the opposite as packet losses imply a reduction on the received service,

and consequent queue growth and increased contention aggressiveness. Thus, the

importance of this section dedicated to evaluate oCSMA in such critical scenarios.

2.4.1 Symmetric contention: FC and HTs

In fully connected topologies (FC), every transmitter can sense ongoing transmis-

sions (albeit with a small propagation delay), and thus packet collisions rarely occur.

Therefore, FC topologies represent a best-case scenario for the operation of CS. Be-

cause of this, we use a FC topology as a baseline when evaluating the performance of

oCSMA in other scenarios.

It is well known that the presence of HTs can make CS fail, thus increasing

the probability of collisions. Under such circumstances, protocols with BEB lower

the attempt rate to time scales over the packet transmission time, which reduces

the collision probability to moderate levels and improves throughput. RTS/CTS

mechanisms, instead, attempt to move collisions from long data packets to shorter

control packets which is again known to yield an improvement in performance.

In contrast, oCSMA interprets a growing queue length as being underserved com-

pared to other flows and as a signal to increase aggressiveness in accessing the medium.

But, in the HT case, the flows are both underserved (compared to the FC case) due

to the ineffectiveness of CS. Consequently, an increase of transmission aggressiveness

occurs at both senders. This, in turn increases even more the probability of collision

worsening the problem. This interaction leads to a positive-feedback loop of increas-

ing contention aggressiveness and increasing probability of collision. Eventually, the
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Figure 2.4 : Per-flow throughput attained by 802.11 and optimal CSMA in a topol-

ogy with hidden terminals. To provide for comparison, the obtained results for this

scenario are presented together with those obtained in a fully connected topology.

protocol reaches a deadlock state of maximum aggressiveness where no transmission

can succeed.

Referring back to theoretical models, typical oCSMA designs assume no collisions.

This is the assumption allowing it to infer that, in case of large queues, the node is

being underserved relative to other flows. In practical scenarios with HTs, frequent

collisions may affect both flows, and increasing the aggressiveness only worsens the

problem.

However, the use of RTS/CTS mechanisms in this scenario improves the through-

put of oCSMA flows. Not only the implied reduction in collision probability has the

effect of increasing the success rate, but also to avoid entering the aforementioned

loop of increasing contention aggressiveness.

Our simulation results in Fig. 2.4 support these arguments. The throughput of

802.11 flows is reduced to approximately a fourth in the HT scenario with respect

to the FC case. Optimal CSMA flows, instead, completely starve with nearly zero

throughput. By the use of RTS/CTS, the situation can be significantly improved for
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both 802.11 and oCSMA, restoring flow throughput.

Findings: oCSMA’s philosophy of increasing contention aggressiveness with flow

queue length is inefficient in high collision scenarios. Under such conditions, a sym-

metric increase of contention aggressiveness at multiple flows worsens the problem

leading to a self-sustaining loop of performance degradation. In the case of hidden

terminals, RTS/CTS restores oCSMA throughput and avoids entering such a perfor-

mance degradation state.

2.4.2 Information Asymmetry (IA)

A key scenario arising in practice is when symmetry is broken and one flow interferes

with another but not vice versa. An example topology in which this occurs is depicted

in Fig. 2.1c, and is referred to as the Information Asymmetry topology in [17].

In the IA topology, with CSMA, packets collide at receiver 1 but not at receiver 3.

Consequently, when the network load is high, the success rate of the disadvantaged

flow A can collapse to nearly zero while the success rate of the advantaged flow B

still remains close to one. As opposed to the HT case, BEB does not help here, since

only flow A experiences losses, and therefore only the disadvantaged transmitter 0

increases its CW size. Even with the use of RTS/CTS, IA can lead to large throughput

disparities due to the same reasons [17].

In contrast, with oCSMA the high success rate in flow B keeps the queue length

at the transmitter 2 low. This, in turn, implies that oCSMA should keep the CW

of transmitter 2 at relatively large values. Ideally, such longer back-off times in the

advantaged flow should provide additional silent time for the disadvantaged flow to

successfully complete transmissions, leading to a more even distribution of throughput

among flows.
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However, in practice the use of oCSMA in IA topologies may lead to large through-

put disparities comparable to the ones for 802.11 (see Fig. 2.5a). This is because in

the IA scenario transmitter 0 is unable to determine when hindering transmissions are

taking place. Therefore, its transmissions are only successful if, by chance, lie entirely

within a silent period of the other flow. Thus, it cannot take complete advantage of

generated transmission opportunities, and even the relatively long back-off times at-

tained by the advantaged transmitter 2 with oCSMA are insufficient to significantly

raise the success rate of the disadvantaged flow.

Enabling RTS/CTS, instead, the medium is reserved using a short control packet

before each data transmission. Given the reduced length of an RTS packet, the

probability of successful transmission considerably increases at the disadvantaged

flow. This, together with the operation of contention aggressiveness adaptation of

oCSMA, significantly raises the throughput of the disadvantaged (otherwise starving)

flow.

We find supporting evidence in our simulation traces. Without RTS/CTS, the

CW at transmitter 2 was always about 5 ms long (255 slots, 8 times larger than

the typical CW size at the transmitter 0). Since back-off times are uniformly chosen

within the CW, the average back-off at node 2 is close to 2.5 ms. With a packet

length of about 4 ms (1000 bytes at 2 Mbps), the probability of transmitter 0 to

complete a successful transmission is very low. However, since RTS control packets

are much shorter, the RTS/CTS mechanism proves successful in solving this problem

for oCSMA.

Findings: oCSMA by itself does not solve large throughput disparities due to

information asymmetry. Even if oCSMA reduces the contention aggressiveness of the

advantaged flow, the CW values used by contention aggressiveness adaptation are

insufficiently long to provide a significant improvement. However, the joint operation

of oCSMA with RTS/CTS overcomes this problem, and prevents flow starvation in
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Figure 2.5 : Per-flow throughput attained by 802.11 and optimal CSMA in a topology

with information asymmetry. To provide for comparison, the obtained results for this

scenario are presented together with those obtained in a fully connected topology.

topologies with information asymmetry.

2.4.3 Flow-In-the-Middle (FIM)

Problems in the previous scenarios are related to the imperfect operation of CS, which

provides incomplete information to all transmitters (in the case of HTs) or to some of

them (in the case of IA). Practical problematic scenarios can also arise from the sole

interaction among transmitters, even with complete channel state information. This

is the case of the topology depicted in Fig. 2.1d, referred to as Flow-In-the-Middle

(FIM) in [17].

For a CSMA node to transmit, all of its neighbors must be silent. In the FIM

topology, the side flows can transmit simultaneously, whereas the central flow can

only transmit when both side flows are silent. Assuming no synchronization among

nodes, silent times at the side flows may not coincide. As a result, the throughput of

the central flow is lowered due to the lack of transmission opportunities, leading to
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complete starvation in the most extreme cases [17, 22].

This is a fundamental problem of any CSMA protocol with uncoordinated asyn-

chronous transmitters. In fact, it affects all known protocols in this category, ranging

from p-persistent CSMA to 802.11 variants, with and without the use of RTS/CTS

mechanisms.

In contrast, with oCSMA, the side transmitters that are in principle advantaged,

maintain shorter flow queues than the central transmitter. As a result, the contention

aggressiveness adaptation mechanism assigns the side flows a larger CW to lower their

priority in channel access. This considerably increases the chances of simultaneous

silent times at the side flows, generating more transmission opportunities for the

central transmitter. In addition, the central transmitter, whose flow queue is larger,

maintains a shorter CW, and quickly takes advantage of any generated transmission

opportunities. This yields extremely good results for oCSMA, which successfully

solves the FIM problem with a throughput distribution close to the optimal (see

Fig. 2.6). The importance of these results lies in the generality of the FIM problem

that, as explained before, affects all traditional CSMA protocols with uncoordinated

asynchronous transmitters.

Findings: Optimal CSMA is the first asynchronous CSMA protocol that solves

the FIM problem in a completely distributed way. The key to this success is the

basic operation of contention aggressiveness adaptation, which generates more trans-

mission opportunities for the central flow by enlarging the back-off times at the side

transmitters, and reducing the back-off time for the central one.

2.5 Fairness under asymmetric channels

BEB doubles the CW size upon each failed transmission. Under high contention, this

policy has the effect of reducing the probability of packet collision. However, in the
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Figure 2.6 : Per-flow throughput attained by 802.11 and optimal CSMA in a topology

with a flow-in-the-middle and 6 Mbps modulation rate. To provide for comparison,

the obtained results are presented together with the optimal throughput allocation

for proportional fairness assuming an effective channel capacity of 4.7 Mbps.

presence of lossy channels, it can penalize traffic flows with higher loss rates, delaying

their access to the channel.

In contrast, with oCSMA, frequent packet losses have the effect of increasing

the flow queue length. In turn, this is interpreted as a signal to increase the channel

contention aggressiveness of the node. Thus, on average, oCSMA assigns higher access

priorities to lower-quality links. While this may increase the service of disadvantaged

flows, it reduces system efficiency compared to schedules that opportunistically take

advantage of channel fluctuation.

We now evaluate oCSMA in scenarios with channel asymmetry. In order to gain a

precise understanding on how the basic principle of contention aggressiveness adapta-

tion copes with the above issues, we purposely focus on single rate scenarios, leaving

modulation rate adaptation to be evaluated later in Section 4.4.2.
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Figure 2.7 : Downlink flow throughput attained by two clients associated with an

AP, in relation to the difference in RSSI measured at each of them.

2.5.1 Fairness in lossy channels

In a scenario where flows share the same transmitter, such as the one in Fig. 2.2a,

CSMA with FIFO discipline serves packets in the order of arrival, irrespective of the

flows they belong to. Also, most packet losses only imply a retransmission delay as

opposed to dropping the head-of-line packet. Since all flows share the same queue,

such additional delays affect all of them equally, and cause the same reduction in

throughput. Then, if the flows sharing the queue have the same input rate, they all

attain a similar throughput. Note that such an even throughput distribution is not

proportional-fair, and makes the throughput of high-quality links disproportionately

degrade in the presence of poor quality links.

In contrast, oCSMA senders use multiple queues, which allows control of channel

access by different flows separately. Paradoxically, oCSMA suffers the same problem

as CSMA in the presence of channel asymmetry with virtual contention. In oCSMA,

channel access priorities are determined as a function of queue length. When mul-

tiple flows share the same sender, this mechanism is implemented as a deterministic

decision equivalent to a ‘longest-queue-first’ policy. Furthermore, when the flow in-
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put rates are equal, such a policy leads to a round robin service of flows, where the

transmitter sequentially serves a packet from the least-served-queue, retrying it until

successful. Therefore, oCSMA flows sharing the same sender also attain a very similar

throughput.

The above conclusions are derived from experimental results conducted in a net-

work testbed with the topology in Fig. 2.2a. In total, we executed 90 experiment

runs in 23 different client positions. We classify runs into 4 categories according to

the difference in the mean RSSI in the signals over the two links (for the Atheros

cards in our experimental testbed, RSSI is signal strength in dBm above the noise

floor). The results obtained in terms of throughput for each of these categories are

shown in Fig. 2.7. There, bars show average results with 95% confidence intervals.

All other parameters are identical to the ones used in the previous section, detailed

in Table 2.2. Note the similarities between oCSMA and 802.11 in terms of through-

put distribution, by which the two flows attain similar throughput irrespective of the

differences in channel quality among them.

In scenarios with different transmitters in CS range of each other, such as the

one in Fig. 2.2b, CSMA limits packet collisions by the use of CS. With packet losses,

BEB doubles the CW size at each retransmission. Then, transmitters over low-quality

channels are penalized with longer mean back-off times than transmitters over high-

quality channels. This amplifies the differences in throughput among flows due to

channel errors.

In contrast, oCSMA adapts the contention aggressiveness of transmitters accord-

ing to the received service. Since shorter back-off times are assigned to flows with

longer queues, oCSMA prioritizes the access to the channel by underserved flows. In

practice, such a least-served-first strategy leads to a sort of max-min fairness, which

in the case of fully-backlogged flows targets an even distribution of throughput among

flows.

The above conclusions are derived from experimental results conducted in a net-
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work testbed with the topology in Fig. 2.2b. In total, we executed 86 experiment

runs in 22 different node positions. As we did for the previous case, we classify runs

according to the difference in mean RSSI among links into 4 categories of 10 dBm

each. The average results in terms of throughput are shown in Fig. 2.8 with 95% con-

fidence intervals. 802.11 amplifies throughput disparities due to asymmetric channels

whereas oCSMA attains an even distribution of flow throughput irrespective of the

difference in channel quality among links.

Such an even throughput distribution does not correspond to the theoretical ob-

jective expressed by equation 2.1 in Section 2.2. The reason for this contrast between

theory and practical results is because the design of oCSMA assumes all links to have

the same fixed capacity. Thus, oCSMA does not weight its decisions when controlling

the access of multiple flows to asymmetric channels.

Findings: In scenarios with channel asymmetry, oCSMA targets an even distri-

bution of flow throughput, as opposed to a proportional-fair distribution where each

link attains a throughput proportional to its capacity. The reason is that oCSMA

controls contention aggressiveness based only on queue length, without incorporating

channel conditions.

2.6 Coupling oCSMA and End-to-end Congestion Control

In Section 2.2 and related work [49], oCSMA is described with the utility-based

congestion control (i.e., the U ′−1(·) part in Table 2.1 and UBC for short) to highlight

that in theory their joint operation provably guarantees optimality. However, TCP is

a dominant congestion control protocol in practice, thus it is important to study the

network performance when oCSMA is coupled with TCP.

Table 2.3 summarizes the experimental setup. We have evaluated oCSMA’s per-

formance under four TCP variants. However, due to the high similarities in the results
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Figure 2.8 : Uplink flow throughput attained by two clients in CS range and associated

with the same AP, in relation to the difference in RSSI measured from their signals

at the receiver.

attained with all such variants, in the following we discuss the results obtained for

TCP Reno that is a highly adopted version in practice. Unless otherwise specified,

we use 16 kB CWNDmax and 1024 byte MSS (Maximum Segment Size) for all experi-

ments. Each data point is an average of 20 experiments with 95% confidence interval,

each lasting for 60 seconds.

Table 2.3 : Setup for TCP Experiments

PHY 802.11a, 5.805 GHz band, 6 Mbps rate

TCP versions Reno, Tahoe, NewReno, SACK

TCP MSS 512, 1024 bytes

TCP CWNDmax 16, 64, 256 kB

Step size, Weight function b[t] = 0.01, W (x) = x

TCP is a window-based mechanism, where transmissions are clocked by acks. Its
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Figure 2.9 : Simulation. Per-flow throughput of 802.11 and oCSMA with different

queue sizes in FIM topology.

rate is controlled by AIMD (Additive Increase Multiplicative Decrease), the bounded

number of in-pipe packets (i.e., CWNDmax), and large dependence of its throughput

on RTT (Round Trip Time). In contrast, oCSMA dynamically adapts contention ag-

gressiveness using the queue sizes and leverages congestion under heavy load to assign

links’ throughput close to the optimal point. This mismatch in their rationales causes

oCSMA to miss its full potential when interacting with TCP. oCSMA’s preference for

large queue has also adverse impact on TCP’s throughput, because TCP’s through-

put largely depends on RTT, i.e., CWND/RTT, and increasing queue size results in

increasing RTT. This conflicting response to congestion causes the inter-play between

the two to be non-trivial.

In Section 2.4.3, we verified that UBC+oCSMA achieves fair allocation of channel

resource in FIM. In this section, we show that TCP+oCSMA regenerates unfairness in

FIM which has complex coupling with RTT and bounded contention aggressiveness.

There is a tradeoff between fairness and throughput in TCP+oCSMA. Fig. 2.9 shows

that with 16 kB buffer size, fairness is almost guaranteed, which, however, comes at

the cost of under-utilization of channel. With 256 kB buffer size, the total throughput

is increased, but the central flow suffers from severe starvation.

With a small buffer size, the channel is under-utilized due to bounded contention

aggressiveness, thereby low competition for the channel leads to fairness. However,
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with a large buffer size oCSMA enters the regime that aggressiveness is sufficiently

exploited, thus the total throughput increases. The problem of TCP+oCSMA is

that oCSMA’s efficiency may be partially manifested only by the flows with less

contenders (e.g., the outer flows in FIM). In UBC, the fairness is guaranteed because

less service of the flow in the middle leads to larger backlogs, since the rate control

keeps injecting data to the queue. However, in TCP, less service in that flow hinders

the queue from increasing due to ack-clocking, i.e., data is inserted to the queue

when CWND increases on reception of acks. This significantly delays the flush-out

of the packets in the queue, and thus RTT also increases. Small CWND and large

RTT starves the throughput of the flow in the middle. This is in stark contrast to

UBC+oCSMA (see Fig. 2.10). TCP flow’s starvation in FIM is also reported in [43]

based on NS-2 simulations under a different context.
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Figure 2.10 : Per-flow throughput of TCP and UBC in FIM topology: TCP

CWNDmax is set to 16 kB, so that maximum backlogs can be attained by 32 (left)

and 16 (right) packets for 512 (left) and 1024 (right) MSS, respectively.

We have also performed experiments for HT and IA scenarios. The results are

similar to those in UBC+oCSMA. An interesting observation in HT scenario is that

one flow dominates over another flow even for symmetric links, in contrast to star-

vation of both flows in UBC+oCSMA. This is due to the fact that protocol-specific
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behavior and lack of synchronization inherent in TCP protocol eventually make one

flow receive more service than the other, after which that flow monopolizes the chan-

nel. In experiments, due to capture effect, channel asymmetry is inevitable, and thus

the channel monopolization is consistently seen.

Findings: Interaction with higher-layer window-based congestion control can

have a severe impact on the throughput distribution among oCSMA flows. In net-

works with a flow-in-the-middle and small buffer size, the channel is under-utilized

due to bounded contention aggressiveness, but the resource allocation is reasonably

fair. In contrast, with large buffer size, the middle flow can starve completely due to

small CWND and large RTT, which differs significantly from UBC+oCSMA.

2.7 Related work

Optimal CSMA. Recently, the research presented in [35, 36, 38] suggested a novel

CSMA protocol with performance guarantees (Optimal CSMA) that asymptotically

achieves optimality in terms of throughput or utility without message passing. The

algorithm in [37] follows a similar philosophy, but uses RTS/CTS signaling to remove

collisions. Efforts of practical implementation of oCSMA are limited to date [39,40].

In all cases, implementations have been presented either as a proof-of-concept, e.g.,

empirical studies of algorithmic aspects from theory such as convergence and trade-

offs for different parameters, or as just a validation in a limited network setup. Very

recently, another work that combines TCP with oCSMA presents an application-level

solution against starvation in topologies with many contending flows [43].

Experimental evaluation of CSMA protocols. Previous work evaluated the

performance of wireless MAC protocols in topologies with hidden terminals [2, 17,

20, 21], information asymmetry [6, 17, 21], and Flow-In-the-Middle [17, 22]. Our me-

thodical study of topological factors is partially inspired by previous work [17], which
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modeled the operation of CSMA protocols in multi-hop networks using a similar de-

coupling technique. [23,24] evaluated the performance of CSMA in environments with

channel asymmetry. [23] shows that under-performing links disproportionately de-

grade the throughput of high performing links in 802.11 networks. Poor performance

of TCP flows in 802.11 networks has been established in [29, 30]. Severe unfairness

has been studied in scenarios with multiple competing TCP flows [32, 33].

While we also consider topological factors, channel asymmetry and higher-layer

congestion control, all of the aforementioned works are limited to traditional CSMA.

We are the first to evaluate the performance of oCSMA by means of experiments with

real wireless hardware in each of these problematic scenarios. Furthermore, we devise

a set of insights that deepen our understanding of oCSMA in operational conditions

and guide the design of future oCSMA enhancements.

2.8 Conclusion

Our results highlight the need for oCSMA models to capture physically accurate

collision scenarios, asymmetric channels and realistic traffic patterns. This study

feeds back the oCSMA design community with a better understanding on proto-

col operation in realistic settings, completing one round along the loop of model-

design-implementation-data-model. Furthermore, the modular evaluation approach

proposed here reveals what aspects of oCSMA work or do not work and why, sug-

gesting directions for future design. Example possible directions include: reducing

contention aggressiveness while increasing channel holding time, providing visibil-

ity across TCP-MAC boundary, and incorporating channel conditions to guarantee

proportional fair throughput distribution in the presence of asymmetric channels.
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Chapter 3

Closed-form Throughput Expressions for CSMA

Networks with Collisions and Hidden Terminals

3.1 Introduction

From the beginnings of research on CSMA wireless networks, significant effort has

been devoted to devise analytical expressions of protocol performance, with pioneering

work such as [1]. Although [1] is specific to fully-connected networks, where all

terminals are in transmission range of each other, it established a first relation between

system parameters (such as offered load) and attainable throughput, providing an

important contribution to understanding CSMA protocols.

Subsequent work focused on modeling CSMA performance in more general wire-

less networks, where not all the nodes are in transmission range of each other. In

such networks, multiple factors contribute to determine the flow throughput distribu-

tion. For example, hidden terminals are known to increase the probability of packet

collisions, which can drastically reduce throughput [21]. Also, the relative position of

nodes in a topology can yield a high probability of collision at one receiver but a high

success rate in another one. Such a configuration, termed “Information Asymmetry”

in [13], can result in large throughput disparities among flows. In addition, signals

from hidden transmitters can overlap in time leaving no silent periods for other nodes

to transmit, as in topologies with a “Flow-In-the-Middle” [17,27]. Such coordination

problems can significantly alter the throughput distribution, or even induce complete

starvation of specific network flows.

In wireless CSMA networks, many of these factors can manifest simultaneously,

which makes system modeling a daunting task. State-of-the-art wireless CSMA mod-
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els, such as [14–17, 19], face this problem by the use of a two-step approach. First,

they separately model each factor with a specific analytical expression, decoupling

them from the rest of the network. Second, they combine the obtained results using

iterative procedures to determine the throughput distribution at the network scale.

Despite the undeniable importance of these works, the iterative phase is only suitable

for numerical computations, and therefore cannot provide closed-form expressions for

network throughput analysis.

In this chapter, we present closed-form expressions of throughput for CSMA net-

works with collisions and hidden terminals. While hidden terminals are not the only

factor affecting flow throughput in CSMA wireless networks, our method is general

enough to capture the three aforementioned topological factors (namely hidden ter-

minals, information asymmetry and flow-in-the-middle), identified by previous work

as critical to determine the flow throughput distribution at the network scale [13,17].

In contrast with existing models, our approach does not rely on any numerical aggre-

gation method. Indeed, it is the first model characterizing the joint effect of all such

critical factors within a single closed-form analytical expression.

The key modeling principle to incorporate the effect of multiple factors into a sin-

gle equation is to break the interdependence of events using conditional expressions,

which capture the effect of a single factor each, yet preserve the required dependences

when combined together into a larger expression. As a result, the model is mod-

ular and easy to extend to incorporate additional factors affecting flow throughput

adding appropriate expressions to capture their effects. In addition, it is based on

simple, standard modeling techniques which makes it easy to adopt for a wide-range

of network analysis applications.

While we use a highly simplified channel model as in [1,3,12,17], unlike [1,8] we do

not require full connectivity, and unlike [10, 12], we support asymmetric interference

and partially-overlapping transmissions. Furthermore, our experimental validation

shows that, despite the simplifications, the model features play an essential role in
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(a) Wireless network. (b) Graph representation.

Figure 3.1 : A wireless network and its graph representation.

characterizing CSMA protocol performance, yielding high accuracy in realistic wire-

less scenarios (with less than 2% normalized error averaged over all evaluated data

points).

The derived expressions enable unprecedented studies of capacity and protocol

performance in networks with hidden terminals, asymmetries, collisions and channel

errors. As a concrete example, we show how the model can be used to determine per-

node contention window assignments that maximize throughput-based utility in such

networks. While the problematic scenarios considered here make utility maximiza-

tion a very hard problem, the proposed method yields excellent results, preventing

starvation of disadvantaged flows and attaining an average per-flow throughput gain

of more than 500% with respect to 802.11 in the evaluated networks.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 introduces the analytical frame-

work and derives the proposed model. Section 3.3 validates the model by means of

simulations and experiments. Section 3.4 demonstrates the use of the derived expres-

sions applied to network utility maximization. Section 3.5 discusses related work and

finally, Section 3.6 concludes.
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3.2 Analytical model

3.2.1 CSMA wireless network

We represent a wireless network with a graph G = (V, E) where V is the set of nodes

and E ⊆ V2 is the set of links, i.e., (u, v) ∈ V2 belongs to E iff u and v are in

transmission range of each other (e.g., see Fig 3.1).1 A subset F of the node pairs

in E denotes the set of flows in the network. Given f = (i, j) ∈ F , the node i is the

transmitter (or the source) of flow f , and node j is the receiver (or destination) of

flow f .2

All nodes use single antennas operating on the same channel. Hence, simultaneous

signals overlapping at a receiver collide and cannot be decoded. Also, the same node

can operate either as a transmitter or a receiver, alternating between the two roles,

but it cannot transmit and receive at the same time. To account for these two

cases, we say that flow f = (u, v) interferes with flow g = (i, j) if either (u, j) ∈
E or u = j.3 Then, we denote as I(g) the set of flows interfering with g, i.e.,

I(g) = {(u, v) ∈ F/(u, j) ∈ E or u = j}.
Nodes execute a CSMA protocol analogous to 802.11 such that, before transmit-

ting, node u senses the channel to verify that no neighboring transmitters are active.

If the channel is idle, u initializes an integer variable termed the back-off counter

to a random value uniformly distributed within a contention window (CW). Time

is divided into short time slots, and transmitter u starts a countdown procedure,

decrementing the back-off counter by 1 at the end of each time slot during which the

channel remained idle. When the back-off counter reaches zero, u starts a transmis-

1As it will be discussed later, links need not be perfect and the model admits specifying channel

error rates in a per-link manner.

2Thus, each element in F is an ordered pair denoting an unidirectional flow. Bidirectional flows

may be represented including in F two node pairs in reverse order.

3Note that this definition of interference is general enough to admit asymmetric interference

relations among flows.
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sion of fixed duration d. Whenever node u senses the channel busy it interrupts any

countdown procedure and defers its transmission. Once the ongoing transmissions

complete and the channel is sensed free again, u re-initializes its back-off counter and

begins a new countdown procedure (we assume fully-backlogged flows, i.e., a flow

source always has a packet available to transmit).

Even with carrier sensing (CS), simultaneous transmissions at interfering flows are

possible. First, propagation delays can prevent two neighbor transmitters from sens-

ing each other if they decide to transmit at the same time slot. Second, transmitters

out of transmission range are unable to sense each other’s transmissions, drastically in-

creasing the collision probability. To treat these two cases separately, we divide the set

I(f) of flows interfering with f = (u, v) ∈ F into two disjoint subsets as follows. De-

note as Ir(f) the set of flows in I(f) whose transmitters are in transmission range of u,

i.e., Ir(f) = {(i, j) ∈ I(f)/(u, i) ∈ E}. Similarly, denote as Ih(f) the set of flows in

I(f) whose transmitters are out of transmission range of u,

i.e., Ih(f) = {(i, j) ∈ I(f)/(u, i) /∈ E}.
Typical CSMA implementations use adaptive mechanisms, such as Binary Expo-

nential Back-off (BEB), to regulate the CW size. In this section, we do not assume

nor require any specific mechanism controlling the CW size of nodes. Rather, we ad-

dress the more fundamental problem of understanding the relation between CW sizes

and flow throughput regardless of how such CW sizes are chosen. Thus, our approach

is general, and can be applied to the design and evaluation of either static or adaptive

CSMA protocols as long as the mean back-off time for each node is known.

3.2.2 General analytical framework

The key to accurately determine each flow’s service rate is to account for both the

fraction of a flow’s transmission time and the probability of success for such transmis-

sions. In our analytical framework, we account for these two quantities by expressing

the throughput of a flow f as the product
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(a) Graph representation of a

two-flow wireless network.

(b) Markov chain model of the

same network.

Figure 3.2 : A two-flow wireless network with transmitters in transmission range of

each other, and its Markov chain model.

γf = T (f)× S(f) (3.1)

where γf is the long-term average throughput received by flow f , T (f) is the fraction

of transmission time by f ’s source and S(f) is the conditional probability that a

packet of flow f is successfully received given that it is transmitted.

The fraction of transmission time T (·) can be derived for flows in an arbitrary

topology using the continuous-time CSMA model due to [3]. In such a model, the

back-off time and transmission duration of a flow f are assumed to be exponentially

distributed, with means 1/λf and µf , respectively. Then, the network dynamics

can be captured by a continuous-time reversible Markov chain M , where each state

describes the set of active flows in the network. More precisely, for each state m ∈M ,

the value mf ∈ {0, 1} indicates whether flow f is active (see Fig. 3.2 for an example).4

The stationary distribution π of such Markov chain has the known closed-form

4Note that, due to CS, no state in M has multiple neighbor transmitters active. However, in the

case of hidden terminals, we do include states with transmitters out of transmission range of each

other simultaneously active.
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∀m ∈M, πm =

∏

f :mf=1 λfµf
∑

n∈M

∏

f :nf=1 λfµf

(3.2)

Thus, to derive the fraction of transmission time T (f), it suffices to sum the

steady-state probabilities of all states in the Markov chain M where flow f is active;

T (f) =
∑

m∈M :mf=1

πm (3.3)

Due to the reversibility of the Markov chain M [4], (3.2) is equally valid for differ-

ent distributions of back-off times and transmission durations other than exponential

(as long as their means are respectively 1/λf and µf for each flow f). Then, (3.3) is

an accurate expression of the transmission time T (f) in the networks with uniformly

distributed back-off times and fixed packet lengths considered here (where we replace

the mean transmission time µf by the fixed value d for each f ∈ F).

Instead, the derivation of S(f) represents a major challenge as several, possibly

interdependent, factors can simultaneously affect a flow’s success rate. For example,

in this section we consider interference from transmitters in transmission range, inter-

ference from transmitters out of transmission range, and packet losses due to channel

errors.

Given a set of factors {φ1, . . . , φN}, denote as cy(f) the conditions required in the

network for factor φy not to hinder the success of a transmission of f . Then, the

probability S(f) can be written as

S(f) = Pr(c1(f), . . . , cN(f))

= Pr(c1(f))× Pr(c2(f) | c1(f))×

· · · × Pr(cN(f) | cN−1(f), . . . , c1(f)) (3.4)

Equation (3.4) provides a general approach to break the interdependence of events

in a CSMA wireless network where multiple factors simultaneously affect a flow’s suc-

cess rate. In contrast with the numerical iterative techniques used in [14–17,19], (3.4)
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combines the effects of all factors within a single step in a product-form expression.

This is the key feature that enables the derivation of closed-form expressions, which

would not be possible by the use of any numerical method.

For the factors considered here, (3.4) can be rewritten as

S(f) = Sr(f)× Sh|r(f)× Sc|h,r(f)

where, given an f ’s transmission a, Sr(f) is the probability that all interferers in

transmission range of f are silent during a, Sh|r(f) is the probability that all hidden

interferers to f are silent during a given that all interferers in range of f are silent,

and Sc|h,r(f) is the probability that the transmission a does not fail due to channel

errors given that during a all interferers to f are silent. In the following, we derive

expressions for these conditional probabilities to be combined with (3.1) and (3.3) to

form closed-form expressions of throughput.

3.2.3 Collisions with contending neighbors

To derive Sr(·), we need to account for simultaneous transmissions at interfering flows

in transmission range. However, the set of neighbor nodes that can start simultane-

ous transmissions depends on the network state, as some of them may be deferring

their transmissions due to CS. In the following, we present a method to derive Sr(·)
determining the set of possible neighbor interferers separately for each network state.

For the transmitter u of a flow f to start transmitting, it must sense the channel

idle. We call such a network state in which u and all its neighbors are silent, a

contention state for f . Denote as N (f) the set of states in the Markov chain M

where all transmitters neighbor to u are silent, i.e.,

N (f) = {m ∈M/mg = 0 ∀g = (i, j) ∈ F : (i, u) ∈ E}

Now, the set of contention states of flow f in the Markov chain M can be written

as
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Figure 3.3 : Contention states for a flow f1 in a 3-flow network. Dark node pairs

represent active flows.

C(f) = {m ∈M/m ∈ N (f), mf = 0}

For example, Fig. 3.3 shows the contention states for a flow f1 in a network with

3 flows. Given a state m ∈ C(f), the set of interfering contender flows of flow f in

state m is

Ir(f,m) = {g ∈ Ir(f)/m ∈ N (g)}

For example, the sets of interfering contenders of flow f1 in Fig. 3.3 are Ir(f1, m) =

{f2} for state m, and Ir(f1, n) = ∅ for state n. Hence, the probability of collision for

a transmission of f1 starting on state n is zero (no contenders can start transmitting

in the same time slot as f1), whereas the probability of collision for a transmission

starting on state m depends on the aggressiveness of f2’s transmitter.5

Then, we decompose the problem of deriving Sr(f) by considering the conditional

probability of each contention state for f . As Poisson Arrivals See Time Averages [5],

5While the network state can change during a flow’s back-off procedure (for example, in Fig. 3.3

the two states m and n can alternate if the back-off time for flow f1 is long enough), the memoryless

property of the system allows us to focus on the very last contention state of a flow prior to its

transmission, without keeping track of the previous system history.
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Figure 3.4 : A flow f contending against neighbor flows g1 and g2. The exponentially-

distributed back-off times are mapped to time slots dividing the timeline in periods

of fixed length. In the example, the contending flow g1 completes its back-off in the

same time slot than f , but the flow g2 does it after.

Sr(f) =

∑

m∈C(f) πm × Sr(f,m)
∑

n∈C(f) πn
(3.5)

where Sr(f,m) is the probability that all interfering neighbors to f are silent during

a transmission of f that started at the contending state m. In the example of Fig.

3.3, we have

Sr(f1) =
πm

πm + πn
Sr(f1, m) +

πn
πm + πn

(3.6)

In the continuous-time CSMA model, the back-off time that flow f ’s source waits

before transmitting is the exponentially-distributed random variable Xf ∼ Exp(λf ).

Although such model provides accurate expressions of transmission time (as discussed

before in Section 3.2.2), it does not directly measure collisions of transmissions from

neighbor nodes, as time slots are not readily incorporated. To overcome this, we first

discretize the time as shown in Fig. 3.4, creating a mapping between exponential

back-off times and time slots. Then, we derive Sr(f,m) as the probability that no

contending flows in Ir(f,m) complete its back-off in the same time slot than f ;
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Sr(f,m) = Pr(t < Xf < τ + t, Xg > τ + t ∀g ∈ Ir(f,m) |

t < Xf < τ + t, Xg > Xf ∀g ∈ Ir(f,m))

=
Pr(Xf < τ,Xg > τ ∀g ∈ Ir(f,m))

Pr(Xf < τ,Xg > Xf ∀g ∈ Ir(f,m))

where τ is the duration of a time slot and t is the start of the slot where Xf lies.6

Integrating the joint exponential distribution for independent random variables

over the corresponding time regions for numerator and denominator, we get

Sr(f,m) =

(

λf+
∑

g∈Ir(f,m)

λg

)(

1−e
−λfτ

)(

e

−τ(
∑

g∈Ir(f,m)
λg))

λf

(

1−e

−τ(λf+
∑

g∈Ir(f,m)
λg))

which can be substituted into (3.5) to derive the probability Sr(f) over all contention

states.

3.2.4 Collisions with hidden interferers

We now derive Sh|r(f), the conditional probability that all hidden interferers to flow

f are silent during a transmission of f for which all neighbor interferers are silent.

Consider a transmission a of flow f . To avoid interference from hidden transmitters,

two conditions must hold; (i) At the time a starts, no hidden interferers to f must be

active, and; (ii) During the entire duration d of transmission a, no hidden interferer

must start transmitting. Thus,

Sh|r(f) = S†
h|r(f)× S‡

h|r(f)

where S†
h|r(f) is the conditional probability that all hidden interferers to f are silent

when f ’s transmission starts (i.e., conditional on the fact that f is in a contention

6We know Xf < Xg as these are the only cases that contribute to T (f) in (3.3). Cases with

Xg < Xf are not counted as transmissions in the first place and should not be considered here.
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Figure 3.5 : Contention states for a flow f1 in a 3-flow network with hidden interferers.

Dark node pairs represent active flows.

state), and S‡
h|r(f) is the probability that no hidden interferers to f start transmitting

for a period of time d given that at the beginning of such period all of them are silent

(and that during the entire period d, f ’s neighbors are silent as well).

Defining H(f) as the set of states in the Markov chain M where all hidden inter-

ferers to f are silent (i.e., H(f) = {m ∈M/mg = 0 ∀g ∈ Ih(f)}), we have

S†
h|r(f) =

∑

m∈(H(f)∩C(f)) πm
∑

n∈C(f) πn

For example, Fig. 3.5 shows all the contention states for a given flow f1 in a 3-flow

network. In that case,

S†
h|r(f1) =

πm
πm + πn + πo

=
1

1 + d(λ2 + λ3)

which decreases as the aggressiveness λ2 and λ3 of hidden interferers to access the

channel increase.

To derive S‡
h|r(f) note that, when f ’s transmission starts, all hidden interferers

are assumed to be silent (which is accounted for by S†
h|r(f)) and, during the entire

transmission length d, all neighbor transmitters to f defer their transmissions. How-

ever, hidden interferers can start transmitting at some point during f ’s transmission.

To account for such an event, we denote as Y f
g the expected time-to-transmission

of a flow g ∈ Ih(f) given that flow f is active, its neighbor flows are silent and all
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hidden interferers are initially silent. Assume that the transmission of flow f has just

started. Then S‡
h|r(f) can be written as

Pr(Y f
g > d ∀g ∈ Ih(f)) = Pr( min

g∈Ih(f)
{Y f

g } > d) (3.7)

Because all hidden interferers are initially silent, up to the time ming∈Ih(f){Y f
g }

they cannot influence each others’ transmissions (a silent flow in a network has

the same effect as if it was not present at all). Then, for the sake of deriving

Pr(ming∈Ih(f){Y f
g } > d) we can assume the times Y f

g for all g ∈ Ih(f) to be in-

dependent random variables, and write

Pr( min
g∈Ih(f)

{Y f
g } > d) =

∏

∀g∈Ih(f)

Pr(Y f
g > d) (3.8)

where each factor Pr(Y f
g > d) can be derived separately assuming all hidden interfer-

ers other than g to be silent. Further, to simplify the derivation of Pr(Y f
g > d), we

assume that each variable Y f
g follows an exponential distribution with parameter ηfg ,

i.e., Y f
g ∼ Exp(ηfg ) ∀g ∈ Ih(f). We call ηfg the transmission rate of flow g given that

all other hidden interferers and neighbors to f are silent. Then

Pr(Y f
g > d) = e−η

f
g×d ∀g ∈ Ih(f) (3.9)

Finally, for each flow g we derive an expression of ηfg . In order to do so, we first

compute the fraction of transmission time T f
g of g in a reduced network where we

remove all flows neighbor to f and hidden interferers other than g (which is equivalent

to silencing such flows).7 Then, using renewal arguments, it is easy to derive

ηfg =
T f
g

d− dT f
g

∀g ∈ Ih(f) (3.10)

Combining (3.7), (3.8), (3.9), and (3.10), we obtain

7Flow f may also be removed, since after removing all neighbor flows its operation does not affect

the transmission times in the rest of the network.
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S‡
h|r(f) =

∏

∀g∈Ih(f)

e
−

T
f
g

1−T
f
g

where for each g ∈ Ih(f), T
f
g is the fraction of transmission time of g derived (using

(3.3)) in a subnetwork of G where all flows neighbor to f and hidden interferers in

Ih(f) except g have been removed.

For example, for the network in Fig. 3.5, we derive the expressions T f1
f2

= dλ2

1+dλ2

and T f1
f3

= dλ3

1+dλ3
as the transmission times T (f2) and T (f3) in subnetworks where the

flows f3 and f2 have been removed, respectively. Then,

S‡
h|r(f1) = e−dλ2e−dλ3 = e−d(λ2+λ3)

which is indeed the probability that no transmissions at the flows f2 and f3 start for

a time period of length d, since the sum of Poisson processes is yet another Poisson

process with the sum of the rates.

3.2.5 Closed-form throughput expressions

The analytical expressions derived in this section can be simplified by normalizing all

time durations by d, and putting Rf = λfd, which we call the normalized contention

aggressiveness of flow f . Then, by direct substitution in the expansion of (3.1), we

obtain equivalent throughput equations that depend on the array parameterR ∈ R
|F|,

written as

γf(R) = T (f,R)× Sr(f,R)× Sh|r(f,R)× Sc|h,r(f,R) (3.11)

A similar approach to the one described in the previous sections could be used to

derive Sc|h,r(f,R) as the conditional probability of no channel errors given that all

interferers in I(f) are silent, by accounting for transmissions of flows that are too

distant from f to interfere with it (i.e., flows out of I(f)), yet can contribute to raise

the noise level at the receiver.
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However, in scenarios where the main contribution to channel errors is due to

environmental noise and external factors, good results can be obtained assuming

channel errors to be independent from MAC protocol operation. In that case, we set

Sc|h,r(f,R) = ef , where ef ∈ [0, 1] is the complement of the average packet loss rate

of f ’s channel in isolation. We use this second approach for the model validation,

measuring packet loss rates directly from our wireless testbed platform.

3.3 Simulations and experimental validation

3.3.1 Model implementation and validation setup

Traditional model implementations return the value of model functions at specific

points in their domain by means of numerical computations. In contrast, to leverage

the full potential of closed-form expressions, we developed a symbolic model imple-

mentation, which inputs a network topology and outputs the throughput expressions

specified by (3.11) as equations where model parameters such as R appear as vari-

ables. This enables algebraic manipulation of the returned throughput expressions

for any analytical purpose. For example, the generated expressions are compatible

with Matlab, can be plotted in Gnuplot as continuous functions or embedded into

scripts or application source code for further processing.

We validate our analytical model using realistic simulations and experiments with

real wireless hardware. Our simulator is based on the 802.11 implementation of NS-2,

with minor extensions to enable the assignment of arbitrary CW sizes to each node

(thus allowing a complete model evaluation, not limited to specific CW sizes, such as

integer powers of 2).

For our experiments with real wireless hardware, we run the CSMA implemen-

tation in [28] on the WARP platform,8 whose open design provides complete access

to all events of interest at PHY and MAC layers. For each experiment, we deploy

8http://warp.rice.edu
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(a) WARP board. (b) WARP node in operation.

Figure 3.6 : Wireless testbed components.

an indoor wireless network testbed of WARP nodes, setting the required topology by

adjusting the transmission power levels and the relative position of nodes within the

environment. Fig. 3.6 shows the wireless testbed components.

In both simulator and wireless testbed, data transmissions are subject to overhead

such as headers, inter-frame spaces, and ACK control packets sent over the reverse

link. To account for them, we add their duration as part of the transmission length d

in the analytical model. Then, we obtain the average throughput received by a flow f

from the fraction of successful transmission time as γf(R)× θ
d
, where θ is the payload

size of a data packet measured in bits. Table 3.1 summarizes the system parameters

used for validation.

3.3.2 Experimental validation over selected topologies

We conducted an extensive experimental validation to evaluate the accuracy of our

model. In this section we show selected results in scenarios known to be critical in

determining the network-wise throughput distribution [13, 17].

For example, in topologies with hidden terminals, like the one in Fig. 3.7a, packet

collisions have a relatively high probability due to the inability of transmitters to

carrier-sense each other. While the probability of collision can be reduced to arbi-
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Experiments Simulations

Time slot duration 0.022ms 0.02ms

Header+PLCP duration 0.135ms 0.192ms

DATA duration 2.61ms 4.216ms

DATA payload 8000bits 8000bits

SIFS 0.014ms 0.01ms

ACK duration 0.125ms 0.304ms

DIFS 0.06ms 0.05ms

EIFS 0.24ms 0.364ms

Table 3.1 : System parameters.

trarily low values by setting large-enough CW sizes, excessively long CWs can lead to

channel underutilization, thereby decreasing throughput. Our testbed experiments

show that the model accurately accounts for these two factors via the expressions

Sh|r(·) and T (·), respectively. As a result, it closely matches the flow throughput

measured in the WARP testbed (see Fig. 3.7b), with an error normalized over the

channel capacity of about 0.5% averaged over all evaluated data points. The small

difference in the model-predicted throughput between the two flows is due to the

difference in the channel error rates measured for each link and accounted in Sc|h,r(·).
In the previous example, the two flows are subject to a symmetric interference

relation. However, a common scenario arising in practice is when one flow interferes

with the other, but not vice versa. An example of such a scenario with asymmetric

interference is depicted in Fig. 3.8a. In this network, termed information asym-

metry in [13], the uneven probability of collision at flow receivers can lead to large

throughput disparities or even the total starvation of flow f1. However, thanks to

the general definition of Ih(f), which admits asymmetric interference relations, our

model captures the asymmetries in the network and returns a different expression
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(a) Network topology.
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Figure 3.7 : Model validation in a topology with hidden terminals.

of Sh|r(·) for each flow. This yields very accurate results, closely matching the ac-

tual flow throughput in our experiments, with an error normalized over the channel

capacity and averaged over all evaluated data points less than 1% (Fig. 3.8b).

(a) Network topology.
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Figure 3.8 : Model validation in a topology with information asymmetry.

Finally, the inability of hidden nodes to carrier-sense each other can also introduce

problems of coordination among flows, such as in the topology with a flow-in-the-

middle, depicted in Fig. 3.9a. In this network, the side flows f1 and f3 can successfully

transmit simultaneously, while the central flow f2 can only access the channel when

the two side flows are silent. Furthermore, transmissions at the two side flows may
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repeatedly overlap in time leaving no idle time for the central flow to transmit, which

in some cases can lead to the starvation of the central flow [17, 27].

(a) Network topology.
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Figure 3.9 : Model validation in a topology with a flow-in-the-middle.

As observed in Fig. 3.9b, the model accurately determines flow throughput closely

matching experimental results. This is due to both; (i) the accuracy of T (·) mea-

suring the fraction of flow transmission time, thereby capturing the situations where

side flows monopolize the use of the channel, and; (ii) the selective feature of Sr(·)
weighting contention states according to their probabilities. For example, with short

CW values, collisions between f1 and f2 are unlikely to occur, as the high activity

of flow f3 prevents f2 from transmitting. This situation is captured by (3.6), which

weights the idle state m with a very low probability. As a consequence, the model

closely matches experimental results, with less than 2% average error normalized over

the channel capacity.

3.3.3 Complex scenarios with multiple interference constraints

We extend the model validation to more complex scenarios where several factors

simultaneously affect the throughput distribution in different ways. To this end, we

consider two wireless networks representative of different networking scenarios; (i) a

sparse network with 7 flows generated on a 1000m× 1000m area, and; (ii) a denser
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network with 10 flows generated on a 500m×500m area.9 We use these two networks,

respectively depicted in Fig. 3.10 and 3.12, to evaluate the accuracy of the model by

means of realistic simulations.

A 7-flow sparse network

The network depicted in Fig. 3.10 contains a mixture of the previously discussed

problematic scenarios, such as hidden terminals (e.g., flows 1 and 4), information

asymmetry (e.g., flows 3 and 4), and flow-in-the-middle (e.g., flows 5, 3, and 6),10 as

well as fully-connected groups (e.g., flows 1 and 2) and non-conflicting flow pairs (e.g.,

flows 1 and 7).

We analyze the variations of flow throughput for multiple network-wise symmetric

CW assignments, depicted in Fig. 3.11. We identify subsets of flows that, given their

similar situation, share a common trend in the attained throughput. Flows 6 and 7

are privileged, dominating over flow 5 in information asymmetry and as side flows

to flow 3 in a flow-in-the-middle relation. As a result, flows 6 and 7 attain high

throughput in all cases except for very short CWs (about 7 slots or less), which

increases their probability of mutual collision. Flows 1 and 2 form a fully-connected

group, yet they suffer interference from the hidden flow 4. Thus, their throughput is

lowered by a higher collision probability, and can only attain moderate values when

the CW size is large enough (from about 1000 to 2000 slots). Finally, flows 3, 4, and 5

are the most disadvantaged, hindered by multiple other flows simultaneously in either

hidden terminals, information asymmetry and flow-in-the-middle relationships. The

9While even denser networks are also possible (e.g., fully-connected networks), very dense net-

works with most nodes in transmission range of each other are easier to model and present less

challenging problems to the operation of CSMA, since hidden terminals and related factors become

less frequent as the degree of node connectivity raises.

10Although flow 5’s transmissions can collide with node 6’s transmissions, the effect of CW sizes

on the central flow 3 in terms of sensed busy time are the same as in the previously discussed

flow-in-the-middle scenario.
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Figure 3.10 : A sparse 7-flow wireless network with multiple interference relations

among flows.

throughput of these flows is poor for any symmetric CW assignment. Regardless of

the factors involved, the model accurately tracks variations in the throughput due

to CW sizes, with a normalized error less than 0.5% on average over all evaluated

points.

A 10-flow network with higher node density

We now consider the network depicted in Fig. 3.12. As in the previous case, the

10-flow network comprises a mixture of hidden terminals (e.g., flows 6 and 10), in-

formation asymmetry (e.g., flows 8 and 10), flow-in-the-middle (e.g., flows 1, 5 and

8), non-conflicting node pairs (e.g., flows 7 and 8), and fully-connected groups (e.g.,

flows 2 and 9).

Fig. 3.13 compares the model-predicted throughput against the actual flow through-

put measured from the simulations, for multiple network-wise CW assignments. The

most advantaged flows, such as flows 1, 2, 7 and 8, have all interfering flows in trans-

mission range, and only suffer high collisions for very small CW sizes. Hence, these

flows attain significantly more throughput than the others. Furthermore, such flows
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Figure 3.11 : Flow throughput as a function of CW size in the 7-flow network of Fig.

3.10, for both model and simulation results.

are located on the sides of the network, and monopolize the use of the channel over

the central flows 3, 4, 5, 9 and 10, due to the same coordination problems than in

the flow-in-the-middle topology. Finally, high collisions due to hidden terminals and

information asymmetry drastically reduce the throughput of specific flows, such as 6

and 10.

Again, regardless of the factors involved, the model accurately tracks variations in

the throughput due to CW sizes, with a normalized error less than 0.6% on average

over all evaluated points. This comprises collisions in transmission range, hidden

terminals, information asymmetry, flow-in-the-middle, and combinations of multiple

factors manifesting simultaneously.

3.4 Application example: Network utility maximization

3.4.1 Hidden terminals

The problem of optimizing utility in networks without hidden terminals is greatly sim-

plified by the fact that the capacity area of such networks is convex [35], which allows
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to derive gradient-descent methods that can be mapped to distributed operations in

the network under certain assumptions [35, 38].

With hidden terminals, instead, the capacity area of CSMA networks cannot be

assumed to be convex. For example, consider the network topology depicted in Fig.

3.7a. Using (3.11), the throughput expressions for the two flows f1 and f2 in the

network are, respectively;

γf1(R) =
R1

1 +R1

1

1 +R2
e−R2c

and

γf2(R) =
R2

1 +R2

1

1 +R1
e−R1c

where c is a constant that depends on the ratio between payload size and trans-

mission duration (θ/d). Using such expressions, we plot the capacity area C of

the network (see Fig. 3.14a). It is easy to see that such area is non-convex; in

fact, both points (1000, 0) and (0, 1000) are in C, but their convex combination

(500, 500) = 1
2
(1000, 0) + 1

2
(0, 1000) is outside of C.
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Figure 3.14 : Capacity region of networks with hidden interferers. System parameters

are those for simulations in Table 3.1.

While the derivation of distributed algorithms for network utility maximization
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is outside the scope of this section, we show that (3.11) can be used to determine

the best CW assignments among nodes in a network combining hidden terminals,

topological asymmetries, flow-in-the-middle and transmitters in transmission range

of each other. The joint effect of all such critical factors is not captured by prior

models for CSMA wireless network optimization.

Considering a logarithmic utility function of throughput Uf(R) = log(γf(R)), the

network utility is given by

U(R) =
∑

f∈F

Uf(R) =
∑

f∈F

log(γf(R)) (3.12)

Maximizing this function is known to yield an optimal proportional fair through-

put distribution in the network;11

R∗ = arg max
R∈(R≥0

|F|)

{

∑

f∈F

log(γf(R))

}

For the hidden terminal scenario considered here, differentiating (3.12) with re-

spect to R1 and R2 and equating to zero yields the optimal assignment R∗
1 = R∗

2 =

(
√
2− 1) ≃ 0.4142, which corresponds to a CW of 1154 slots at each transmitter.12

3.4.2 Asymmetric interference

The previous example refers to a scenario with hidden transmitters and symmetric

interference. However, as anticipated in Section 3.3.2, topological relations among

11While we focus on logarithmic utility optimization for illustrative purposes, the analysis pre-

sented here easily extends to maximizing other functions of throughput, such as total network

throughput or alternative fairness measures. For example, it can be seen from Fig. 3.14a that

maximum network throughput can be attained by silencing one of the transmitters and assigning

all capacity to the other one.

12We further verify that the point ((
√
2− 1), (

√
2− 1)) satisfies the second order conditions to be

a maximum, which we omit here for brevity.
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nodes can lead to asymmetric interference, which in turn can yield extreme through-

put disparities among flows. In this section, we illustrate the maximization of utility

under asymmetric interference constraints using the network in Fig. 3.8a.

In this network, the throughput expression (3.11) for the two flows f1 and f2

respectively reduces to

γf1(R) =
R1

1 +R1

1

1 +R2
e−R2c

and

γf2(R) =
R2

1 +R2
c

Similar to the previous case, the capacity area of the network with asymmetric

interference is non-convex, as depicted in Fig. 3.14b. Differentiating the network

utility function U(R) = log(γf1(R)) + log(γf2(R)) and equating to zero yields the

following system of equations;











dU(R)
dR1

= 1
R2

1+R1
= 0

dU(R)
dR2

= 1
R2

− 2
R2+1

− 1 = 0

While dU(R)
dR2

= 0 can be satisfied by choosing R∗
2 = (

√
2− 1) ≃ 0.4142, the equa-

tion dU(R)
dR1

= 0 admits no solution in R≥0. However, note that dU(R)
dR1

is a positive,

decreasing function of R1 over the whole set R>0. Thus, for any fixed value of R2,

the function U(R) is an upper-bounded, concave monotonically increasing function of

R1. Therefore, the function U(R1, R
∗
2) asymptotically reaches its maximum value as

R1 → +∞. In other words, to maximize network utility in the considered topology

with asymmetric interference, flow f1 should access the medium as aggressively as

possible (i.e., using a CW of zero length), whereas flow f2 should use the moderate

aggressiveness R∗
2 = (

√
2− 1), which translates to a CW of 1154 slots.
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3.4.3 Utility maximization on larger CSMA networks

We extend the example of network utility maximization to larger networks with mul-

tiple interference constraints. To this end, we use the 7-flow network depicted in Fig.

3.10 and the 10-flow network depicted in Fig. 3.12, which represent different network-

ing scenarios (respectively, a sparse network and a network with higher node density).

As previously discussed, such networks contain a mixture of problematic scenarios,

including hidden terminals, information asymmetry, and flow-in-the-middle, as well

as fully-connected groups and non-conflicting flow pairs.

In the previous examples, the small number of nodes leads to a small system of

equations mathematically tractable for direct derivation of optimal points. Instead,

in the complex scenarios of Fig. 3.10 and 3.12, the larger system of long, non-

linear equations makes it impractical to maximize utility following the same approach.

Furthermore, a numerical search over the set of possible CW assignments remains

unfeasible even when restricting it to a few possible values per node, as the search

space grows exponentially with the number of flows.13

Instead, we leverage the advantages of our model symbolic implementation by

plugging our throughput expressions within Matlab’s Global Optimization Toolbox.

Then, for each scenario, we run a global search based on multiple executions of the

gradient descent method fmincon, in case the objective utility function presents more

than one local maximum point. Finally, we use the best solution to determine per-

node CW assignments that maximize network utility.

The 7-flow sparse network

For the network in Fig. 3.10, we start the gradient descent method at 5000 different

points, obtaining the same solution in all cases. Fig. 3.15 shows the throughput

13For example, restricting the possible CW assignments to only 10 different values in our 7-flow

scenario would lead to a search space as large as 107 possible network-wise assignments.
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Figure 3.15 : Comparison between the per-flow throughput distribution of CSMA

with optimal CW assignments and 802.11, in the 7-flow network of Fig. 3.10.

distribution in such a scenario with the derived optimal CW assignments compared

to the throughput distribution of 802.11 with BEB. We note that the optimal CW

assignment significantly reduces throughput disparities, increasing the throughput of

flows 1 to 5 and bringing flows 3 and 5 out of the starvation situation. This results in

a 22% increase of network utility, with an average per-flow throughput gain of about

550% (ignoring flow 5 whose percentage gain is infinite).

We now illustrate the accuracy of the derived optimal point by the use of extensive

simulations. In this case, we drastically reduce the number of required simulations

in two ways; first, we reduce the set of possible CW assignments to a small set in

close proximity to the already-determined optimal point CW ∗. Second, we only vary

one element of CW ∗ at a time, keeping the others fixed to the optimal, measuring

the variations of U(·) over each orthogonal axis. This way, the required number of

simulations grows only linearly with the number of network flows. Fig. 3.16 shows the

obtained results. Although this does not constitute a rigorous proof of correctness,

we do observe a strong trend for the network utility to decrease in all the considered
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Figure 3.16 : Network utility as a function of CW size along each orthogonal axis, for

the 7-flow network topology in Fig. 3.10. Curves in the plot interpolate data points

obtained by simulation, whereas vertical lines indicate optimal point coordinates de-

rived by the optimization method.

directions as the distance to the optimal point CW ∗ increases.

The denser 10-flow network

For the network in Fig. 3.12, we run 5000 gradient descent executions from dis-

tinct starting points, obtaining the same solution in all cases. Fig. 3.17 shows the

throughput distribution in such a scenario with the derived optimal CW assignments

compared to the throughput distribution of 802.11 with BEB. With 802.11, flows 1, 2,

7 and 8 dominate over other flows in flow-in-the-middle and information asymmetry

relations. Also flow 6 is a side flow dominating over central ones, but its throughput

is hindered by high collisions with flows 1 and 2 at its receiver. As a consequence,

central flows starve, whereas dominant side flows 1, 2, 7 and 8 receive high network

throughput.

In contrast, the optimization method assigns large CW sizes to all dominant flows,

reducing their aggressiveness in the contention for the channel and significantly in-
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Figure 3.17 : Comparison between the per-flow throughput distribution of CSMA

with optimal CW assignments and 802.11, in the 10-flow network of Fig. 3.12.

creasing the number of transmission opportunities for the central flows. This results

in a throughput increase at all central flows, for which the starvation problem is

solved. Furthermore, the network utility is increased of 37%, with an average per-

flow throughput gain of about 3100% (ignoring flows 5 and 9 whose percentage gain

is infinite).

Finally, we illustrate the accuracy of the derived optimal point using the same

method as for the 7-flow network. Fig. 3.18 shows the variations of actual network

utility over each orthogonal axis for different CW assignments, obtained by simula-

tion. Again, we observe a strong trend for the network utility to decrease in all the

considered directions as the distance to the optimal point CW ∗ increases.

3.5 Related work

Research in wireless CSMA throughput models started with analysis of fully-connected

networks, e.g., [1], which derived throughput as a function of the offered load. More
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Figure 3.18 : Network utility as a function of CW size along each orthogonal axis, for

the 10-flow network topology in Fig. 3.12. Curves in the plot interpolate data points

obtained by simulation, whereas vertical lines indicate optimal point coordinates de-

rived by the optimization method.

recently, [8] presented a throughput analysis based on a Markov chain model that

incorporates aspects specific to the IEEE 802.11 protocol. Although these works are

specific to fully-connected networks, they provide important contributions to under-

stand the relation between system parameters and CSMA capacity.

Other work considers more general topologies with hidden terminals,

[3, 10–12, 14–17, 19]. Each of these is based on a different set of assumptions and

modeling techniques, which makes them suitable for different purposes. Using a

node-centric approach, [11] provides a lower bound of flow throughput whose accu-

racy depends on the fraction of hidden terminals in the network. [3] derives elegant

product-form expressions under a perfect capture model. [12] instead assumes per-

fect RTS/CTS messages that are always successful in reserving a free channel. [10]

presents a physical-interference model that realistically models interference effects

at the physical layer, assuming complete overlap of all simultaneous transmissions.
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Finally, [14–17, 19] are based on a decoupling technique, which divides the network

into specific scenarios of easier analysis. An iterative procedure is then used to com-

bine the results obtained for such atomic scenarios in order to determine per-flow

throughput at the network scale.

Unfortunately, the above methods may not be suitable for the analysis of some

scenarios presented here. For example, starvation in the information asymmetry

topology is not characterized under perfect capture, and manifests even with the use

of RTS/CTS mechanisms [21, 25, 26]. Similarly, partial overlapping is a determinant

factor leading to throughput disparities in topologies with a flow-in-the-middle [27],

a behavior not characterized by [10]. Finally, the iterative procedure in [14–17, 19]

requires numerical computations, and does not provide closed-form expressions for

throughput analysis.

While multiple factors can simultaneously affect flow throughput in CSMA wire-

less networks, our method is general enough to capture the three main factors in [13,

17] that have been proven critical in determining throughput distributions at the net-

work scale; namely hidden terminals, information asymmetry and flow-in-the-middle.

Furthermore, it characterizes flow throughput in CSMA networks using a single equa-

tion, without the use of iterative or aggregation procedures. Unlike most previous

work, we use experiments in addition to simulations to evaluate the accuracy of our

models.

3.6 Conclusion

We presented closed-form expressions of throughput for CSMA wireless networks with

collisions and hidden terminals. The key modeling principle driving our approach is

to break the interdependence of events in a wireless network by the use of conditional

expressions. Our experimental validation shows that the model features play an es-

sential role characterizing CSMA performance, and accurately capture combinations

of the main critical factors determining throughput distribution at the network scale.
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Furthermore, we have shown how the model enables unprecedented network stud-

ies through a concrete example of utility maximization in complex networks with a

combination of collisions, hidden terminals, asymmetric interference and flow-in-the-

middle (which were not jointly addressed to date by other models for wireless CSMA

optimization), yielding excellent results.
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Chapter 4

Robust Distributed CSMA Optimization

4.1 Introduction

Recently, an analytical framework has been proposed that allows the derivation of

distributed CSMA algorithms for network utility maximization [35]. The main idea

in such designs is to adapt the back-off distribution at each transmitter based on the

length of queues at the MAC layer, in a way that was rigorously shown to approach the

optimal network-wide throughput distribution. Based on this method, an umbrella of

distributed protocols have been derived, showing high performance gains in scenarios

considered by the model [35–38].

However, later experimental work has shown that the same approach is fragile, and

can suffer from high performance degradation as the model assumptions break [41]. In

particular, are three the main sources of performance degradation in optimal CSMA

networks: channels asymmetries, packet collisions at flow receivers, and dynamic

traffic patterns such as congestion-controlled flows. While other real-world conditions

have been identified that differ from those assumed by the models (see [40] for a

longer list), their impact has been found to be minor in comparison with these three

performance degradation sources.

In this chapter, we derive a novel CSMA system for proportional fairness using

a mixed approach that jointly considers optimization and robustness. On the one

hand, we derive techniques to relax the assumptions on channel symmetry and traffic

arrival patterns from design models, so that the optimization becomes inherently

robust to such conditions. On the other hand, we introduce a robustness function

that limits performance degradation due to collisions by reducing network access
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when contention levels are high. By accounting for the three underlying sources of

performance degradation in optimal CSMA, the derived system outperforms current

approaches in a wide range of network operating conditions. Our contributions are

as follows.

First, we propose a generalized version of the throughput model in [35] to the

case of networks with arbitrary link capacities; i.e. to incorporate adaptive modula-

tion and coding rates. While our model is based on a simple extension, is powerful

enough to extend CSMA optimality analysis from the specific case with fixed uni-

tary capacity to the case with general capacity assignments, and to derive adaptation

principles robust to such conditions. Furthermore, we use this model to derive a

distributed CSMA protocol that maximizes proportional-fair throughput in networks

with channel asymmetries without explicit knowledge of channel error probabilities.

Second, we observe that prior queue-based CSMA guarantees optimal adaptation

only when the arrival of packets at each queue follows a specific process derived

from the target utility function. For other arrival patterns, the performance of the

system remains unspecified, which leads to severe performance degradation under

common traffic such as bursty flows and TCP traffic. To solve this, we propose a

novel structure, termed the service meter, which emulates the operation of a queue,

thus inheriting the basic properties that allow optimization, but uses a fictitious flow

of abstract transmission units, so that its evolution over time is not affected by (real)

traffic arrivals. With such a structure, adaptation can be shown optimal for the set

of backlogged flows, with no assumptions on their traffic arrival patterns.

Third, existing optimal CSMA models assume no packet collisions, and the CSMA

adaptation principles derived from such models can yield severe performance degrada-

tion when the network contention levels are high. We show that the goal of optimizing

network performance as captured by such models conflicts with the goal of robustness,

such that optimal access can only be attained by arbitrarily increasing the contention

rate at all flows, while collisions can only be reduced by decreasing it. Based on
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this observation, we propose a combined system that balances optimality and robust-

ness by targeting near-optimal access in scenarios with low contention, but reducing

channel access to avoid interference as the number of contending flows increases.

Finally, we evaluate the performance of our design against other solutions un-

der the three sources of performance degradation above. Our results show that in

scenarios with channel asymmetries our generalized throughput model increases op-

timization accuracy up to 10 times. In scenarios with heterogeneous traffic, the use

of service meters delivers vast fairness gains, restoring the throughput of (otherwise)

starving flows. In scenarios with high contention, our approach increases the network

throughput with respect to optimal CSMA of about 78% by limiting collisions at

flow receivers. Furthermore, the joint operation of these three solutions delivers high

performance across a wide-range of network operating conditions, with 21% average

increase in logarithmic utility in randomly-generated networks with 64 flows.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 introduces the optimal CSMA

theory, the analytical framework supporting distributed CSMA optimization. Section

4.3 derives a distributed protocol for proportional fairness robust to channel asym-

metries, heterogeneous traffic and high contention. Sections 4.4 and 4.5 respectively

evaluate the performance of the derived protocol in isolated scenarios aimed to val-

idate specific system aspects, and in general networks to study the performance of

the system as a whole. Section 4.6 discusses related work, and finally, Section 4.7

concludes.

4.2 The Optimal CSMA framework

4.2.1 Network model

Optimal CSMA is an analytical framework proposed in [35] for the optimization of

multi-hop wireless networks. Such a framework has been applied in a large number of

works for the design of distributed CSMA algorithms maximizing different measures

of network performance [35–38].
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Such works model a wireless network using a graph G = (V, E) where V is the set

of nodes and E ⊆ V2 is the set of links. Denote as F ⊆ E the set of traffic flows, of size

F = |F|. It is assumed that a distinct packet queue Qf is maintained for each flow

f = (i, j) at the MAC layer of node i (the transmitter, or source node). The purpose

of such a queue is to temporarily store packets until a transmission opportunity is

granted to f .

Depending on the work, interference among links is captured using a conflict graph

(e.g., [35]), or an interference matrix (e.g., [38]). In either case, define an Independent

Set (IS) in G as a subset of flows that do not interfere with each other, and thus can

successfully transmit simultaneously. An IS is represented by a tuple m ∈ {0, 1}F ,
where mf = 1 if f belongs to the independent set. The set of all ISs in G is denoted

as N .

Assuming unitary modulation rates at all links, and no channel errors, the capacity

area of the network is defined as

Γ = {γ ∈ [0, 1]F : ∃π ∈ [0, 1]|N |,

∀f ∈ F , γf ≤
∑

m∈N

πm ×mf ,
∑

m∈N

πm = 1} (4.1)

i.e., the set of all throughput distributions in the network that are feasible by acti-

vating non-interfering links. Note that the area Γ so defined is a convex region, as

the convex combination of ISs.

4.2.2 Queue-based CSMA optimization

The optimal CSMA framework captures complex interactions among nodes in a multi-

hop network using the continuous-time CSMA model from [3]. In such a model,

the transmitter of a flow f waits for a silent back-off time exponentially distributed

with mean 1/λf before transmitting, and uses a transmission duration exponentially

distributed with mean µf . In the following, we denote such a model as CSMA(λ,µ).
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The dynamics of a CSMA protocol operating in the network G can then be cap-

tured with a reversible Continuous Time Markov Chain (CTMC) M, where the set

of states is given by N , and the transmission probabilities depend on the CSMA

parameters (λ,µ) ∈ R>0
2×F . Defining qf = log(λf × µf) ∀f ∈ F , the stationary dis-

tribution of M is given by

πqm =
exp (

∑

f∈F qf ×mf )
∑

n∈N exp (
∑

f∈F qf × nf )
∀m ∈ N (4.2)

Thus, assuming fixed unitary link capacities, and that simultaneous transmissions

over interfering links are always avoided by CS, the flow throughput distribution is

given by

γqf =
∑

m∈N

πqm ×mf ∀f ∈ F (4.3)

The work in [35] shows that, for any γ in the interior of Γ, there exists (λ,µ) ∈ R>0
2×F

such that

γf ≤ γqf ∀f ∈ F

Furthermore, it shows that, if the input rate at all MAC-layer queues is within

the CSMA capacity region, all such queues are stabilized by adapting the value of q

over time as a scaled version of the queue lengths.

More precisely, assume that time is divided into small intervals indexed by t ∈ N.

Denote as Qf [t] the queue length of flow f at the beginning of interval t. Also,

denote as λf [t], and µf [t] respectively the medium access rate, and the transmission

duration used by flow f during interval t. Defining qf [t] = b×Qf [t] ∀f ∈ F (with

b a small positive real value), all MAC-layer queues are stabilized by adapting the

CSMA parameters so that

λf [t]× µf [t] = exp(qf [t]) ∀f ∈ F (4.4)
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for each interval t. In other words, by periodically adapting the CSMA parameters

using rule (4.4), any throughput distribution γ in the interior of Γ is supported.1

Finally, [35–38] use the adaptation rule (4.4) to navigate the convex region Γ and

derive subgradient methods to approximately solve different optimization problems.

For example, denoting as Sf [t] the throughput received by a flow f during interval t,

the proportional-fair throughput maximization problem

max
γ∈Γ

{
∑

f∈F

log(γf)} (4.5)

can be solved by injecting V/qf [t] data into each flow queue Qf during each interval

t (where V is a positive real number), so that the variation of queue length during

interval t is given by △Qf [t] = ((V/qf [t])−Sf [t]). The idea is that △Qf [t] captures a

subgradient step of the logarithmic function over the area Γ to approach the maximum

point (4.5).

This last step does require some assumptions; (i) a timescale separation assump-

tion is needed for the network to converge to its steady-state within one time interval,

so that Sf [t] well-approximates the value γ
q[t]
f ; (ii) the queue of each flow f ∈ F is

assumed non-empty throughout the protocol adaptation so that the objective in (4.5)

is fixed over time and convergence to the (fixed) optimal point can be shown; and

(iii) at least V/qf [t] data from upper layers should be available to be injected into Qf

during each interval t so that queue length captures the utility function’s gradient at

each interval.

Assumption (i) has been relaxed by prior work in [38], which has shown that queue

lengths approach asymptotic deterministic trajectories to the optimal point without

requiring timescale separation. For assumption (ii) to hold in a real system, if the

queue of a flow f ∈ F becomes empty at any point in time τ1, flow f is removed from

F at τ1 so that all flows in F are still backlogged. While this implies a change in the

1In the case of shared transmitters, local contention within a node is resolved deterministically

by serving the flow f with larger λf [t] at each interval t (i.e., longest queue first).
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optimal point (4.5) at time τ1, the system continues adapting after τ1 towards the

new optimal point.2

Instead, assumption (iii) that at least V/qf [t] data from upper layers is available

to be injected into Qf during each interval t, is hard to relax in such a design, where

the medium access rate of flows is exclusively adapted as a function of queue backlog.

If the data received from upper layers falls below V/qf [t] at any time interval, queue

adaptation at flow f during such an interval will be suboptimal (because not enough

data from upper layers is received to approach the required queue length). Later in

Section 4.3.3 we derive an algorithm for network utility maximization that does not

use packet queues for CSMA adaptation and does not require assumption (iii).

4.3 Robust CSMA with network optimization

4.3.1 Design overview

The analytical framework of optimal CSMA theory allows the derivation of distributed

algorithms with probable performance guarantees. However, as discussed in Section

4.2, a number of assumptions are required for the results in protocol optimality to

hold. Furthermore, in Chapter 2 we have shown that the impact of some of those

assumptions can be high, significantly degrading the protocol performance in scenarios

outside the analytical domain.

In this section, we design a distributed CSMA protocol for proportional fairness,

that addresses the main sources of performance degradation in optimal CSMA to

deliver high performance across a wide range of networking scenarios. In particular,

we overcome the limitations to provide robust operation in the presence of three

2If additional changes in the set of flows F occur after τ1 (either because new flows join the

network or because other queues become empty), the optimal point (4.5) can continue changing

over time. Too short time periods between changes in the set of flows can prevent the protocol to

converge. However, even under such conditions the protocol is continuously performing a subgradient

step towards the current optimal point.
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challenging conditions; channel asymmetries, heterogeneous traffic patterns and high

contention.

First, in Section 4.3.2, we introduce a generalized version of the model in [35],

that accounts for traffic asymmetries to capture the relation between flow through-

put and transmission time. With the use of such a model, we show how to relax

the assumption on fixed unitary link capacities from optimal CSMA models by split-

ting the derivation into two steps: (i) In Section 4.3.3 we derive a CSMA protocol

that maximizes proportional-fair transmission time without any assumptions on the

symmetry of channels; (ii) Using a problem-reduction technique, we show in Section

4.3.4 that the same protocol also maximizes proportional-fair throughput in the same

scenarios. Furthermore, the protocol operates in a completely distributed way, and

does not require explicit knowledge of channel error rates.

Second, we address performance degradation due to heterogeneous traffic jointly

with the optimization of transmission time in Section 4.3.3. In particular, we relax

the assumption referred to as (iii) in Section 4.2.2, that at least V/qf [t] data from

upper layers is available to be injected into Qf during each interval t at each back-

logged flow. Solving this problem is hard in optimal CSMA, since the analytical

expressions of subgradient steps used to maximize a given objective function only

apply to MAC-layer queues under specific traffic arrival rates. In contrast, we show

that the subgradient of network utility at a backlogged flow can also be captured by

the use of a novel structure, termed the service meter, whose evolution over time is

only affected by the service received by a flow (and not traffic arrivals). Thus, any

backlogged flow can receive optimal adaptation with such a structure regardless of

the traffic arrival rates from upper layers.

Third, a simplifying assumption in optimal CSMA models is that CS always pre-

vents any simultaneous transmissions at interfering links. While the impact of such

an assumption may be limited in small networks, in Section 4.3.5 we show that it

leads to high performance degradation with a large number of contending flows. Fur-
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thermore, we show that the goal itself of optimizing performance as captured by such

a model is conflicting with the goal of robustness to interference, such that nominal

performance can only be maximized by incurring in high collisions, and vice versa,

robustness to high contention can only be attained by reducing medium access. Thus,

we propose a mixed design, that adapts over time to deliver near-optimal performance

when the network contention levels are low, yet reduces access to avoid interference

in scenarios with high contention.

4.3.2 A generalized throughput model

Next, we introduce a generalized version of the throughput model in Section 4.2.1,

that explicitly captures the relation between throughput and transmission time for

each traffic flow over links with arbitrary channel capacities. Albeit based on a simple

extension, the model extends optimization analysis from fixed unitary capacities to

the general case with (potentially) asymmetric channels, and will be used in the next

sections to derive a distributed optimal CSMA protocol robust to such conditions.

To this end, we model a wireless network using a labeled graph G = (V, E , c) where
V is the set of nodes, E ⊆ V2 is the set of links, and the labels in c ∈ R

|E|
>0 are the

capacities of each link in E . As before, denote as F ⊆ E the set of traffic flows, with

F = |F|, and as N the set of ISs in G.
Such a formulation is flexible enough to accommodate different notions of channel

capacity. In general, we assume cf to be the average transmission rate attained by

a flow f in isolation under maximum channel utilization. For example, denoting

as rf the modulation rate used by the transmitter of flow f , and as ef the error

probability over the channel used by flow f , the channel capacity of f ’s link is given

by cf = rf × (1− ef).

Under this network model, the set of all feasible transmission-time distributions

among flows in F (constrained over non-interfering links) is given by
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Ψ = {ψ ∈ [0, 1]F : ∃π ∈ [0, 1]|N |,

∀f ∈ F , ψf ≤
∑

m∈N

πm ×mf ,
∑

m∈N

πm = 1}

which is convex, as the convex combination of ISs in N .

Given a transmission-time distribution ψ ∈ Ψ, the throughput of a flow f under

the channel capacities c is given by γf(ψ, c) = ψf × cf . Furthermore, the capacity

area of G = (V, E , c) is given by

Γ(c) = {γ ∈ R
F
≥0 : ∃ψ ∈ Ψ,γ = γ(ψ, c)}

which again, is convex as a scaled version of the convex set Ψ. The model in Sec-

tion 4.2.1 can be interpreted as a special case of the model here presented, when

cf = 1, ∀f ∈ F . However, it is direct to see that the throughput of a flow f as

captured by the two models can significantly differ when the value of cf is large.

Finally, we redefine the goal of maximizing a proportional-fair throughput distri-

bution in G as

max
ψ∈Ψ

{
∑

f∈F

log(γf(ψ, c))} (4.6)

i.e., adapting the transmission-time distribution to the one that maximizes the network-

wide logarithmic utility of throughput. In the following sections, we derive a dis-

tributed CSMA algorithm that approximately solves (4.6) with no explicit knowledge

of the values in c.

4.3.3 Transmission-time optimization robust to heterogeneous traffic

Transmission-time CSMA optimality

Consider the network model proposed in Section 4.3.2. In this section, we derive a

distributed CSMA algorithm that solves
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max
ψ∈Ψ

{
∑

f∈F

log(ψf )} (4.7)

robust to channel asymmetries and heterogeneous traffic arrival patterns. Later, in

Section 4.3.4, we will show that the same algorithm also solves (4.6), with arbitrarily

bounded accuracy.

In the definition of (4.7), as well as in the following analysis, we assume that

all flows in F always have a packet to transmit at the MAC layer.3 This simplifies

analysis by considering a fixed objective over time well-defined over the set F , so

that convergence to the optimal point ψ∗ by our algorithm can be shown. While

in practice queues can become empty, this does not limit the applicability of our

method, as we can assume the set F to dynamically adapt in time to include only the

set of backlogged flows (which automatically changes the goal defined by (4.7) as F
changes). Furthermore, as long as queues are non-empty, we make no assumption on

the packet arrival process from upper layers which, as shown next, is the fundamental

aspect to attain robust CSMA adaptation.

We model the operation of a CSMA protocol over the network G with the above

described continuous-time CSMA model CSMA(λ,µ). Then, the steady-state dis-

tribution of transmission time in the network G is given by

ψkf =
∑

m∈N

πkm ×mf ∀f ∈ F (4.8)

where k is defined as kf = log(λf × µf ) ∀f ∈ F and the value of πkm is given by (4.2).

Also, for any transmission-time distribution ψ in the interior of Ψ, there exists k ∈ R
F

such that

3Note that this assumption is different from assuming that upper layers always have a packet to

inject into MAC-layer queues, as a MAC-layer queue can be non-empty during a time period during

which it does not receive additional packets from upper layers.
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ψf ≤ ψkf ∀f ∈ F

i.e., as in the case of throughput with fixed unitary link capacities, any transmission-

time distribution ψ in the interior of Ψ can be attained by selecting an appropriate

choice of CSMA parameters (λ,µ) ∈ R>0
2×F . Furthermore, due to the convexity of

Ψ, it is possible to derive subgradient methods to solve optimization problems such

as (4.7) by adapting the value of k to navigate the region Ψ.

A novel structure for distributed subgradient methods

The challenge to solve (4.7) is to derive an expression of the logarithm’s subgradient,

that can be translated into distributed operations to adapt the CSMA parameters at

all network nodes. To this end, the solutions described in Section 4.2 use the length

of MAC-layer queues as a measure of the service received by each flow, in order to

adapt its parameters accordingly.

Unfortunately, the use of MAC-layer queues to regulate CSMA access does not

apply well to the problem of optimizing flow transmission time with heterogeneous

traffic considered here. First, in practice packets may not be removed from a queue

in case of unsuccessful transmission. Thus, queue length variations naturally reflect

the amount of throughput received by a flow f , but are not suitable to measure

transmission time. Second, it requires the assumption that, at any time interval, the

packet arrival rates from upper layers are high-enough to maintain the required queue

length for optimal adaptation.

Our key contribution is the design of a novel structure that captures the subgra-

dient of the utility function in order to solve (4.7), without the use of traffic backlog.

Instead, it acts like a counter that records the amount of service received by a flow

f , using abstract service units. We refer to such a device, depicted in Fig. 4.1, as

the service meter, denoted as Kf . A service meter is maintained at the MAC layer

for each flow with data to transmit (which, therefore needs to adapt its back-off time
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Figure 4.1 : A combined packet-queue Qf and service meter Kf , for a given traf-

fic flow f . Solid arrows represent the flow of packets/units, whereas dotted arrows

represent the interaction among different system components. In the case of shared

transmitters, a different pair (Qi, Ki) is maintained at the node for each local flow

i. The node transmitter notifies the service meter Kf upon completion of an f ′s

transmission, to subtract the amount of service received.

distribution to serve those packets optimally). 4 Since the service meter does not use

any packets to provide adaptation, it can be defined to measure service in terms of

transmission time, and its operation is not dependent on the packet arrival rate from

upper layers.

More precisely, assume that each network node periodically updates its state over

small time intervals indexed by t ∈ N. Denote as Kf [t] the value of Kf at the be-

ginning of interval t. To provide for CSMA adaptation, denote as λf [t] the medium

access rate used by f ’s transmitter during interval t. Also, denote as Tf [t] the fraction

of transmission-time by a flow f during interval t. During each interval t, a number

of service units are added to the service meter Kf . Upon a data packet transmission

4Service meters at flows with empty queues are not needed and can be removed, as those flows

do not have packets to transmit and therefore do not need to adapt their CSMA parameters.
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from flow f , the corresponding transmission time is subtracted from Kf (even in the

case of unsuccessful transmission), such that the “service” received by the service

meter during interval t is equal to Tf [t].

Then, the set of service meters can be stabilized by defining

kf [t] = b×Kf [t] ∀f ∈ F (with a small positive value b ∈ R>0), and adapting each

flow f ’s channel access rate at the end of each interval t as

λf [t+ 1] =
exp(kf [t + 1])

µf

(4.9)

In other words, any target transmission-time distribution ψ ∈ Ψ can be attained

using (4.9) while incrementing each Kf at a rate ψf .
5

Furthermore, by limiting the values of kf [t] within a range [kmin, kmax] ⊂ R>0, and

adding V/kf [t] units to Kf during each interval t (with V ∈ R>0), the evolution of

kf [·] is determined by

kf [t + 1] =

[

kf [t] + b×
( V

kf [t]
− Tf [t]

)

]kmax

kmin

(4.10)

where [·]kmax

kmin
= min(max(·, kmin), kmax). Then,

△Kf [t] = ((V/kf [t])− Tf [t]) can be readily interpreted as a subgradient step to ap-

proximately solve (4.7), when using (4.10) together with (4.9) to provide for CSMA

adaptation, as shown in the following result.

5Here, we use the assumption that each flow f ∈ F always has at least one packet to transmit.

In a practical implementation, if a queue Qf becomes empty (so that the flow f does not need to be

served), remove the corresponding service meter Kf from the system and remove f from F so that

the assumption still holds. Similarly, add a new service meter to the system when a new traffic flow

starts.
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A distributed CSMA algorithm for proportional-fair transmission-time

maximization

Proposition 1. Refer as Algorithm 1 to a protocol using rules (4.9) and (4.10) at

all nodes to update their CSMA parameters. Then, Algorithm 1 approximately solves

(4.7) with bounded accuracy log(|N |)/V .

Proof: Consider the following optimization problem.

max
ψ,π

{V
∑

f∈F

log(ψf )−
∑

m∈N

πm log(πm)} (4.11)

s.t. ∀f ∈ F ψf ≤
∑

m∈N

πm ×mf ,
∑

m∈N

πm = 1

We proceed by showing that (4.10) can be interpreted as a subgradient step of

a dual problem of (4.11), projected onto [kmin, kmax]. First, we derive the Karush-

Kuhn-Tucker conditions to solve (4.11) as

V/ψf = νf , ∀f ∈ F , (4.12)

−1− log πm +
∑

f∈F

(νf − η)×mf = 0, ∀m ∈ N , (4.13)

νf × (ψf −
∑

m∈N

πm ×mf) = 0, ∀f ∈ F , (4.14)

η × (
∑

m∈N

πm − 1) = 0, (4.15)

νf ≥ 0, ∀f ∈ F (4.16)

where we omit the intermediate step of deriving the Lagrangian L(ψ,π;ν, η) of (4.11)
for brevity.

For each flow f , define a dual variable k̃f = νf . Using ideas analogous to [35,38],

(4.13) and (4.15) can be satisfied by choosing
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η = log(
∑

m∈N exp(
∑

f∈F k̃f ×mf ))− 1 and π = πk̃ (which is equivalent to the adap-

tation rule (4.9), through the equality (4.2)). Furthermore, the subgradient of (4.12)

satisfying (4.14) is given by

ν̇f = (V/νf −
∑

m∈N

πk̃m ×mf) (4.17)

Then, (4.17) is a subgradient step to solve the dual of problem (4.11). Since (4.11)

is strictly convex, the subgradient method based on (4.17) is guaranteed to converge

to the solution ν∗ = (ν∗f , f ∈ F). Moreover, if ν∗ ∈ [kmin, kmax]
F , (4.17) is equivalent

to adaptation rule (4.10), through the use of (4.8).6 This shows that Algorithm 1

solves (4.11).

It remains to show that Algorithm 1 solves (4.7) with bounded accuracy log(|N |)/V .
To see this, note that (4.7) is equivalent to

max
ψ∈Ψ

{V
∑

f∈F

log(ψf )} (4.18)

The bound log(|N |)/V can be obtained by comparing (4.18) to (4.11) and limiting

the term
∑

m∈N πm log(πm) in (4.11) with the known entropy bound log(|N |).

Remark 1. While Proposition 1 relies on the assumption that all queues are non-

empty throughout the system operation, and that the set of flows F is fixed over

time, in practice the same results can be applied to dynamic scenarios by observing

that optimal adaptation in Proposition 1 is attained from any starting point. Then,

in the case of changes on the set of backlogged flows, which would imply variations

on the optimal point defined by (4.7), the algorithm continues adapting after each

change in the search for the (new) optimal point.

6While this assumes that the network converges to a steady state within one interval, such that

the measure T [t] attains the value of ψk[t], the analysis can be readily extended using the ideas

in [38] to relax such an assumption.
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Remark 2. The positive term V/kf [t] in (4.10) is not dependent on flow packet ar-

rivals from upper layers, and can be added to Kf even if packet sources have been

interrupted, to provide continued adaptation at any backlogged flows up to the last

packet transmitted. In Section 4.4.3 we show that this is a fundamental aspect to

attain high performance in scenarios with heterogeneous traffic.

In the following, we provide a pseudocode description of Algorithm 1, for ease of

reference. There, we use Qf [t] to denote the length of f ’s MAC-layer queue at the

beginning of interval t.

Algorithm 1

The following procedures are executed by the transmitter of each flow f ∈ F .

During interval t:

1: Run CSMA(λ[t],µ) while recording the fraction of transmission time Tf [t] at-

tained during interval t

At the end of interval t:

1: if Qf [t+ 1] > 0 then

2: Set kf [t + 1] =

[

kf [t] + b×
(

V
kf [t]

− Tf [t]
)

]kmax

kmin

3: end if

4: Update λf [t+ 1] = exp(kf [t+ 1])
/

µf

If Qf becomes empty during interval t:

1: Reset kf [t] = kmin

2: Update λf [t] = exp(kf [t])
/

µf

4.3.4 Maximizing proportional-fair throughput over asymmetric channels

In Section 4.3.3 we have shown that Algorithm 1 maximizes proportional-fair distri-

butions of transmission time in networks with (or without) channel asymmetries. In
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the following, we extend our analysis to show that the same protocol also maximizes

proportional-fair throughput, thus solving (4.6), in the same scenarios.

We proceed by reducing the problem of maximizing proportional-fair throughput

(4.6) to the problem of maximizing proportional-fair transmission time (4.7). To this

end, refer to the throughput model defined in Section 4.3.2. Then, assuming no packet

collisions, which will be treated separately in Section 4.3.5, we have

argmax
ψ∈Ψ

{
∑

f∈F

log(γf(ψ, c))} =

argmax
ψ∈Ψ

{
∑

f∈F

log(ψf ) + log(cf))} =

argmax
ψ∈Ψ

{
∑

f∈F

log(ψf )} (4.19)

Equation (4.19) shows that (4.7) and (4.6) are equivalent problems. In the next

result, we use this property to show that Algorithm 1 maximizes proportional-fair

throughput in wireless networks without any assumptions on the symmetry of chan-

nels.

Theorem 1. For any choice of channel capacities c ∈ R
|E|
>0, Algorithm 1 solves (4.6)

as an approximation algorithm with bounded accuracy log(|N |)/V .

Proof: Without loss of generality, let a choice of channel capacities c ∈ R>0
|E| be

given. From Proposition 1, Algorithm 1 solves (4.7) as an approximation algorithm.

Hence, since (4.7) is equivalent to (4.6) via (4.19), Algorithm 1 also solves (4.6).

It remains to show that the accuracy of Algorithm 1 in solving (4.6) is bounded

by log(|N |)/V . To this end, denote as γ∗ the solution to (4.6). Similarly, denote as

ψ∗ the solution to (4.7). Also, denote as γ† and ψ† respectively the throughput and

transmission-time distributions attained by Algorithm 1 in the same network after

convergence. Then,
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|
∑

f∈F

(log(γ∗f)− log(γ†f))| =

|
∑

f∈F

(log(ψ∗
f × cf )− log(ψ†

f × cf))| =

|
∑

f∈F

(log(ψ∗
f )− log(ψ†

f ))| ≤ log(|N |)/V

(4.20)

where the inequality at the last step is given by Proposition 1.

Remark 3. Equation (4.19) implies that the optimal point ψ∗ does not change for

different values of c. Thus, once the algorithm has converged to an optimal point,

it does not need to re-converge at every change in c, as the same operating point

maximizes the network performance across different channel conditions. This prop-

erty allows Algorithm 1 to natively support modulation rate adaptation without any

required extensions, and variations in the channel conditions without continuously

tracking the error rate probability at each link.

4.3.5 Robust operation under high contention

Perfect sensing in CSMA(λ,µ)

The analytical derivation in the previous sections is based on the continuous-time

CSMA(λ,µ) model, which captures the service received by each flow with simple

analytical expressions that integrate well into an optimization framework. A required

assumption in the model is that of a “perfect” CS implementation that always avoids

any simultaneous transmissions at interfering links. While in practice different con-

ditions can make CS fail, the CSMA(λ,µ) model is still widely adopted due to its
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suitability for multi-hop wireless CSMA optimization [35–38].7 In the following, we

discuss the performance of algorithms derived from such an optimization framework

in general scenarios with imperfect sensing.

In a real network, CS may fail to detect an ongoing transmission over interfering

links due to either of two situations [13]; (i) propagation delays introduce a detection

delay such that two neighbor nodes may not detect each other’s transmissions if they

decide to transmit at nearly the same time, and (ii) attenuated signals may not be

strong enough to be detected if two interfering transmitters are relatively far from

each other, a situation widely known as hidden terminals. In any of the two cases,

interference from other links at a flow’s receiver can prevent the successful reception

of a transmitted packet (which is referred to as a collision).

Prior works use the assumption that the effects of hidden terminals can be limited

using RTS-CTS handshakes. In the following analysis, we also rely on this assumption

which was validated by experimental work in [41] yielding good results. For the case

of collisions with neighbor transmitters, instead, prior work suggests that the effects

of imperfect sensing are limited by keeping long back-off times [35]. The idea is

that, when capturing access based on the CSMA(λ,µ) model, back-off times and

transmission durations can be jointly expanded while still guaranteeing an optimal

adaptation at all flows. For example, in the case of Algorithm 1, (4.9) shows that

choosing a long transmission duration µf , the access rate assigned to flow f is reduced.

The optimization-robustness conflict

While the condition of long transmissions is necessary in order to reduce access ag-

gressiveness by multiple flows and limit collisions, in the following we show that such a

condition is insufficient to guarantee robust operation across multiple system config-

7Recently, discrete-time models have been proposed that support imperfect sensing in wireless

networks [46]. However, such models assume perfect synchronization of all network nodes which

does not apply to the scenarios considered here.
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urations. Furthermore, we show that optimizing the system performance as captured

by CSMA(λ,µ), and guaranteeing robust operation of CS are two conflicting goals,

such that nominally-optimal access can only be attained by incurring in high colli-

sions, and viceversa, collisions can only be limited by reducing network access.

To see this, first note that our solution (as well other protocols derived from the

same optimization framework), does not attain optimality in absolute terms, but only

asymptotically as an approximation algorithm with bounded accuracy E(V ) = log(|N |)/V .
Moreover, E(V ) is a monotonically decreasing function of V , and the limit limV→∞E(V ) = 0

implies that near-optimal performance is attained by the choice of a large V .

Denote as ψV , kV , and λV , respectively the transmission-time distribution, the

service meter values, and the flow access rates attained by Algorithm 1 at convergence

under the parameter assignment V . Then, the condition limt→∞ △kf [t] ≈ 0 implies

((V/kVf )− ψV
f ) ≈ 0 ∀f ∈ F

where we approximate the transmission-time measure limt→∞ Tf [t] with its expected

value ψV
f . Furthermore,

λVf = exp(kVf )/µf ≈ exp(V/ψV
f )/µf ∀f ∈ F (4.21)

which yields limV→∞ λVf = ∞. i.e., while optimal performance is attained asymptot-

ically as V → ∞, the target access rate at each flow diverges as Θ(exp(V )).

In addition, the value of λVf in (4.21) also depends on the received service ψV
f ,

which is a dominant term as a dividend in the exponential function within (4.21).

Thus, for a fixed value of V , a flow with a lower service attains a higher access rate

than other flows. While this is a required feature to provide fairness in asymmetric

scenarios where a flow’s perceived service is low relative to other flows, in a highly

congested scenario with symmetric contention, the low service received leads to high

access rates at all involved flows, consequently increasing the collision probability.

Fig. 4.2 shows the collision probability and theoretical error bound under different
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levels of contention in a symmetric scenario, as a function of the system configuration

V . To obtain the collision probabilities in Fig. 4.2a, we execute Algorithm 1 in

our simulator implementation (more details about the simulator itself are given in

Section 4.4.1). The relations in such plots clearly show a trade-off between nominal

performance and robustness to interference, such that reducing the optimization error

can only be attained by increasing the collision probability (and vice versa).
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Figure 4.2 : Performance attained under symmetric contention and different choices

of the parameter V .

Balancing robustness with optimization accuracy

While it is not possible to simultaneously attain optimal access and minimize colli-

sions, the relations in Fig. 4.2 allow to determine, for each level of contention, the

maximum value of V such that collisions fall below a given threshold. In this way, the

theoretical error in the network optimization is minimized subject to the constraint

of a maximum allowed collision probability.

Note that, as CSMA adaptation in Algorithm 1 is only based on transmission

time, thus independent from transmission success rates, the measures in Fig. 4.2a
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Figure 4.3 : Alternation of contention estimation and parameter update phases for

automatic V adaptation.

apply to any modulation rate and channel conditions, as long as all flows use a fixed

average transmission time µ⋄ (we explain in Section 4.4.1 how to attain this by using

a combination of fragmentation and aggregation at the MAC layer).

Moreover, the curves in Fig. 4.2 show that the trade-off between nominal per-

formance and robustness highly depends on the number of contending flows. Thus,

the level of contention is an essential metric for the robust configuration of optimal

CSMA. As the network topology can change over time, we propose an adaptive sys-

tem that periodically updates the value of V based on an estimated measure of the

network contention level.

The key idea is to exploit the broadcast nature of wireless transmissions to de-

rive an estimation of the network contention level. For example, in a scenario with

symmetric contention, each node can estimate the number of contending flows by

overhearing packet transmissions from neighbor flows. Then, the relations in Fig. 4.2

can be used at each node to independently select the configuration of V that yields

the desired balance between optimization accuracy and robustness (later on in this

section we explain how to ensure a symmetric choice of V in the case of asymmetric

scenarios).

More precisely, assume that time is divided into epochs of equal length and indexed

by n. During an epoch n, all network flows distributedly estimate a measure Ωn of the

network contention level (measured in number of mutually-contending flows). At the

end of epoch n, each node uses Ωn to select a value Vn+1 to be used as the configuration
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V during the next epoch. Fig. 4.3 shows a diagram of the system operation.

An additional challenge is given by the fact that, for the results in sections 4.3.3

and 4.3.4 to hold, the value of V should be the same at all network flows. While in a

symmetric scenario all flows have the same number of neighbors, in general networks

different nodes may experience different contention levels. In such cases, we use the

maximum level of contention in the network in order to select V . Denoting as ωi
n the

number of neighbor flows detected by node i by the start of epoch n, we define the

maximum network contention level as Ωn = maxi∈V{ωi
n}. The idea is to satisfy the

robustness requirement in the entire network by selecting a value of V that yields low

collisions at the point with maximum contention (and thus also in other points).

Furthermore, the value of Ωn = maxi∈V{ωi
n} can be determined distributedly in

a multi-hop network using the lightweight gossiping protocol in Algorithm 2. In our

solution, a different instance of such an algorithm is executed at each epoch n. At the

end of epoch n, the resulting value of Ω̂i
n is used at node i to update its configuration

of V . It is easy to show by induction on the set of nodes, that for any connected

network, the estimation Ω̂i
n at each node i converges to the value of maxj∈V{ωj

n} (we

omit the proof for brevity).

4.4 Evaluation of isolated performance factors

4.4.1 Evaluation methodology

We evaluate the benefits of the solutions derived in Section 4.3 by means of extensive

simulations. As discussed before, three are the main sources of performance degra-

dation in optimal CSMA networks, each of them affecting the system operation in

a different way; channel asymmetries, heterogeneous traffic patterns and destructive

interference under high contention. To precisely evaluate how the proposed protocol

features provide robust operation under each of these conditions, in this section we

present custom evaluation scenarios that isolate one source of performance degra-

dation at a time, and reveal the performance gains delivered by our design in each
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Algorithm 2 Maximum contention level estimation

The following procedures are executed by each node i ∈ V during an epoch n.

At the start of epoch n:

1: Set Ω̂i
n = ωi

n

Before a packet p is sent by i:

1: Set the field p.epoch = n

2: Set the field p.Ω̂ = Ω̂i
n

After packet p is received (overheard) by i:

1: if p.epoch = n and Ω̂i
n < p.Ω̂ then

2: Set Ω̂i
n = p.Ω̂

3: end if

At the end of epoch n:

1: Return Ω̂i
n as the estimated value of maxj∈V{ωj

n}.

case.

In addition, these three performance degradation sources appear combined in real

networks, affecting the protocol performance at the same time. Thus, in Section 4.5

we extend our evaluation to randomly-generated scenarios that study how the com-

bination of multiple protocol features delivers high performance in general settings.

Simulation setup

For our evaluation, we use extensions to Glomosim for optimal CSMA adaptation

that have been validated experimentally by prior works [39, 41]. In addition, we

implemented custom modules to support independent per-link modulation rate as-

signment, and extended the BER-table channel model to support multiple rates. This

is an essential extension for the evaluation of scenarios with asymmetric channels in
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Sections 4.4.2 and 4.5.

To ensure a fixed transmission duration µ across all links as required by our

protocol, we use a combination of packet aggregation and fragmentation at the MAC

layer. In our simulations, we set µ = 2.32 ms, which comprises the entire duration of

a transmission exchange from RTS to ACK. In the case a transmitter does not have

enough backlog to attain the intended transmission length, it transmits all available

data, but still updates its access rate based on rule (4.9) using the fixed µ value to

avoid excessive contention aggressiveness.

We evaluate our design alongside 802.11a and an optimal CSMA protocol represen-

tative of the ones described in Section 4.2, that provide a baseline for comparison. All

evaluated protocols operate over the same PHY layer implementation corresponding

to the one of 802.11a. The implemented optimal CSMA protocol follows the spec-

ifications and configurations from previous work in [41], except for the cases stated

otherwise. We use measures of proportional fairness as the main performance measure

in our analysis. This includes network logarithmic utility and throughput product,

which depending on the case can provide a more direct interpretation of the obtained

results (for example, doubling the throughput of any flow in the network exactly

doubles the network-wise throughput product).

4.4.2 Channel asymmetries

In Section 4.3.4, we have shown that our solution maximizes proportional-fair through-

put with no assumptions on the symmetry of channels. In this section, we validate

such a feature against other protocols in scenarios with multiple contending flows over

links with asymmetric modulation rates.

The simulated network comprises 4 flows in contention range, over links at 6

Mbps, 12 Mbps, 24 Mbps, and 54 Mbps. Fig. 4.4 shows the results obtained in

such a scenario in terms of per-link throughput for our solution compared to 802.11,

optimal CSMA and the optimal throughput distribution determined from the effective
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cols in a scenario with four contending flows and asymmetric link capacities.

channel capacities of 5.5 Mbps, 9.5 Mbps, 17 Mbps, and 32 Mbps measured separately

at each link in isolation.

The results show a throughput distribution much closer to the optimal by our

approach, with an average error of 3.97% against a 53.23% deviation from the optimal

by 802.11 and 39.78% error by optimal CSMA. In addition, our design delivers four

times the throughput product with respect to optimal CSMA and 802.11, while at

the same time increasing the total throughput (15.67 Mbps against 8.88 Mbps by

802.11 and 9.02 Mbps by optimal CSMA).

Finally, we verify that such performance gains are due to the transmission-time
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based optimization, described in Section 4.3.3. Due to the symmetry of the evaluated

scenario, the transmission-time distribution that maximizes throughput assigns equal

(maximum) transmission time to all flows. However, we observe that in optimal

CSMA a flow receives up to 54% more data transmission time than others, while

in 802.11 such difference can raise up to 455%. Instead, with transmission-time

based adaptation, the available channel time is evenly distributed, with a maximum

difference among all flow pairs of 13%.

4.4.3 Traffic heterogeneity

Scenario description

We evaluate next the impact of traffic heterogeneity in system performance. The

purpose is to validate the mechanisms derived in Section 4.3.3, designed to deliver

optimal adaptation with no assumptions on traffic arrival processes at MAC-layer

queues, in situations with multiple competing flows of different traffic types.

We use a network scenario with 9 competing flows, each of them belonging to

either of three classes; (i) Constant Bitrate (CBR) flows, which generate an arrival

process at MAC-layer queues similar to the ones assumed by the optimization models

in Section 4.2; (ii) bursty traffic flows following a Pareto ON-OFF model, which

interleave idle periods at the source with periods of high packet arrivals to the MAC

layer, and; (iii) long-lived TCP flows, which limit the number of in-flow packets using

a window-based congestion control mechanism.

We use 3 flows from each class to create high competition among flows from

different classes. The bitrate of CBR flows and Pareto ON-OFF flows during ON

periods is 1.5 Mbps. To abstract from the problems of high channel contention with

multiple transmitters,8 which will be studied separately in Section 4.4.4, we let all

8In this scenario the total number of flows at the MAC layer is 12, with 3 reverse flows for TCP

acknowledgments.
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Figure 4.6 : Results obtained by different protocols in a scenario with competing

heterogeneous traffic flows.

flows share the same transmitter. Also, with shared transmitters optimal CSMA

resolves contention by a deterministic decision that always serves the local flow with

higher contention aggressiveness (and so does RO-CSMA), which allows us to evaluate

these adaptive mechanisms under more strict contention conditions. We compare

the performance of optimal CSMA and our solution against that of a Round Robin

scheduling mechanism, which constitutes an ideal solution for this case with a shared

transmitters, by continuously executing a scheduling cycle where all backlogged flows

receive equal service priorities.

Robustness of CSMA adaptation with service meters

We measure the performance of each flow in terms of throughput, and summarize the

results by grouping flows of the same type in Fig. 4.6. For fairness of comparison,

the throughput attained by Pareto ON-OFF flows is measured during periods of

positive backlog. The results show a highly biased throughput distribution, with a

clear dominance by CBR and ON-OFF traffic flows.

With optimal CSMA, all TCP flows completely starve. Indeed, TCP’s slow start

mechanism begins by placing a transmission unit at the flow’s MAC-layer queue,

and refrains from injecting more packets until a TCP-ACK is received. However,

such a transmission unit is never transmitted, since other flows with high bitrate
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continuously maintain a longer queue (and thus a higher contention aggressiveness

by the use of rule (4.4)). Also the throughput of Pareto ON-OFF flows is significantly

lower than for other protocols (27% less on average than for Round Robin and 33%

less than for our solution) for similar reasons. When a Pareto transmitter switches

to idle, the remaining packets at the MAC layer experience longer service delays as

the flow queue gets shorter, rapidly dropping down the flow throughput.

With our solution instead, fairness is restored by increasing the throughput of

the lowest performing flows, delivering more than 200 kbps on average to TCP flows

against zero throughput by optimal CSMA while increasing the average throughput of

Pareto ON-OFF flows by 50%. We observe that such performance gains are due to the

use of service meters in the place of queues for contention aggressiveness adaptation.

In fact, for any backlogged flow, we measure positive injection rates at the service

meter even if the arrival of packets from upper layers has been interrupted. This

allows to deliver optimal CSMA adaptation to TCP flows even during slow start,

and to maintain high service at all backlogged Pareto flows, even after the source

has already entered the OFF state. As a result, we observe high fairness gains, with

about 46% increase in network logarithmic utility with respect to optimal CSMA.

4.4.4 Protocol performance under high contention

Evaluated scenarios

Finally, we evaluate the protocol features for robust operation under high contention

presented in Section 4.3.5. Such a mechanism iterates over two main steps. First,

each node in the network passively detects surrounding flows by overhearing packet

transmissions over the channel. Second, all network flows execute the consensus

protocol in Algorithm 2 to determine the maximum level of contention at any point

of the network itself, and use that measure to symmetrically update the value of V

at all transmitters.

Hence, in the following we divide the evaluation of robustness to interference into
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two parts. First, we consider symmetric scenarios where all flows have the same view

of the wireless channel. This allows to show the precise gains due to the adaptation of

V under different contention levels, independently from the features required to attain

consensus among flows. Second, we extend the evaluation to the case of multi-hop

networks, where different nodes may observe different contention levels depending on

their position. This second case evaluates the robustness of the system as a whole, in

challenging scenarios where consensus among multiple flows is critical, and for which

the effectiveness of Algorithm 2 becomes a central aspect.

In all evaluated scenarios, we compare the performance of our solution to that of

optimal CSMA with different V choices spanning three orders of magnitude (from 2-8

to 2000). Also, we consider different network sizes up to 50 flows under symmetric

contention and up to 32 flows for randomly generated networks. All flows are elastic

UDP flows and all transmitters operate at 6 Mbps. The scenarios discussed in Section

4.5 extend this study to the case with heterogeneous traffic patterns and asymmetric

link modulation rates, using random networks with 64 flows.

Symmetric contention scenarios

Fig. 4.7 shows per-flow throughput in a fully-connected network with different number

of flows. All measures were normalized by multiplying them to the number of flows

in each scenario, to provide for a better comparison.

We observe that the performance of optimal CSMA is highly dependent on the

network contention level. For small topologies, a high value of V such as 2000 mini-

mizes the nominal optimization error, leading to high access and short silent times. A

low V , instead leads to unnecessarily long delays, with up to about 50% less through-

put in the same scenarios. In contrast, with high contention a large V leads to

excessive contention aggressiveness, which in turn raises the collision probability of

RTS/CTS packets up to 6 times, and degrades throughput up to 44%. In those cases,

a lower value of V restores high performance by decreasing the aggressiveness of all
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Figure 4.7 : Per-flow throughput normalized times the number of contending flows in

fully connected networks with different sizes.

transmitters, thus reducing collisions.

With the automatic V-adaptation mechanism derived in Section 4.3.5, V is adapted

to high values in small networks yielding high channel utilization, but gradually low-

ered under increasingly high contention levels to avoid collisions. We verify that the

intended value of V is attained at all nodes in each of the evaluated scenarios. Fur-

thermore, all flows are quickly detected by passive detection (i.e., overhearing ongoing

transmissions), with the worst delay in detection of only 1.5 s observed in the network

with 50 flows.

Finally, 802.11 with BEB also delivers high total throughput across all evaluated

environments. However, in high contention environments, the asymmetries in CW

at different transmitters due to frequent collisions yields short-term unfairness, with

high disparities in the throughput attained by different flows (with up to 21 times

higher maximum deviation from the mean than for our solution).
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Randomly generated multi-hop networks

In the previous scenario, we evaluated the automatic adaptation of the V parameter

in networks with symmetric contention. However, in the general case, the density

of flows can differ at multiple network points, yielding asymmetric contention levels.

Next, we evaluate the performance of the mechanisms presented in Section 4.3.5 in

randomly-generated networks that introduce additional challenges for the protocol

operation. In particular, the operation of Algorithm 2 becomes a central aspect

for nodes to agree in a common measure of the network contention level. For the

evaluation discussed in this section, we consider different network sizes of 2, 8, and

32 flows.

Each simulated network instance is generated using random node coordinates

within a flat terrain of 3000 x 3000 m. More precisely, a network is constructed

starting from an empty terrain with no nodes using an iterative algorithm. At each

iteration, the algorithm generates a number of nodes with random coordinates uni-

formly distributed within the terrain, in addition to those nodes already present in

the terrain. The number of nodes added at each iteration step is equal to the target

flow number (e.g., to generate a network with 32 flows, 32 nodes are added at each

step). Then, a source-destination pair of nodes are chosen randomly among all nodes

in the terrain (including the ones added at the beginning of the iterative step) to form

a new flow in the network topology. If the selected source-destination pair is out of

transmission range of each other, or completely disconnected from the other flows in

the network (the maximum transmission range in our simulations is of 184 m), the

flow is discarded and the entire procedure is repeated again until obtaining a valid

flow. In order to favor contention over the wireless channel (as opposed to virtual

contention within a shared transmitter), we filter out any flows with shared senders

(cases with shared senders are considered later in Section 4.5). At the end of each

iteration, nodes that do not participate in any flow either as source or destination

are removed from the terrain. The iterations continue to incrementally construct a
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network until the target number of flows is generated. With such a procedure, we

randomly generate 100 network instances for each considered network size above.

The modulation rate at all flows for all simulated networks discussed in this section

are set to 6 Mbps. All flow sources are fully-backlogged at the application layer.

The protocol evaluation under randomly-generated scenarios comprising asymmetric

modulation rates and heterogeneous traffic is discussed later in Section 4.5. For the

operation of the Algorithm 2 evaluated here, instead, the node density becomes a

central aspect, as discussed previously in Section 4.3.5. Fig. 4.8 shows the statistics

of density and number of hidden interferers to a flow in the 100 simulated networks

for each network size.
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Figure 4.8 : Statistics of network density (number of neighbor nodes) and hidden

terminals for all randomly-generated network instances with sizes 2, 8, and 32.

For our simulations, we use a free-space pathloss propagation model with pathloss

exponent 3. We use a radio model that supports accumulated noise to determine

the level of interference at each receiver in case of simultaneous transmissions. The
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transmission power at each node is 15.0 dB, with an antenna gain of 3.0 dB at each

node. The simulator uses BER tables to determine the packet loss probability for

each transmission based on the SNR at the receiver. The BER values for different

SNR levels and modulation rates used to configure the simulator’s BER tables were

obtained from prior work in [50].

All results shown in this section are averages obtained over 100 randomly-generated

networks. We measure the performance attained by each protocol in terms of through-

put products. Since the range of result values is highly dependent on the topology,

before averaging the throughput products over all scenarios we normalize them over

the maximum value attained by any protocol in each case. The length of epochs for

the operation of Algorithm 2 is set to 2.5 s.

Fig. 4.9 shows the results obtained for different network sizes of 2, 8, and 32

flows. As the network size increases, smaller values of V tend to raise performance

due to a higher robustness to collisions at high-contention network points. However,

we observe that the network density can vary significantly even for a fixed network

size, such that no fixed value of V works well in all cases with the same number of
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flows. Because of this, our approach exhibits higher performance, specially in larger

networks spanning a wide-range of possible network densities (see Fig. 4.8a).

Finally, we evaluate the effectiveness of Algorithm 2 in determining the maximum

network contention level Ωn. In all executed simulation runs, Algorithm 2 converges

to the maximum value within 2 epochs (i.e., 5s). We further observe that the first

epoch is necessary for each node to passively detect all neighbor flows, such that

during the second epoch, updated measures can be shared by all transmitters.

4.5 Performance evaluation in general networks

In the previous section we evaluated the solutions proposed in Section 4.3 separately,

in different scenarios with channel asymmetries, heterogeneous traffic and different

levels of contention. In this section, we evaluate the joint operation of these three so-

lutions in more challenging scenarios where all the above conditions appear combined,

simultaneously affecting the protocol operation in different ways.

To this end, we use random networks generated using the method described in

Section 4.4.4 with the following variations. For the evaluation in this Section, we

include scenarios with shared senders and heterogeneous traffic. We randomly assign

different traffic types to each flow including CBR, Pareto ON-OFF, and TCP traffic,

with equal number of flows from each category. To increase traffic diversity, we

randomly assign a different traffic bitrate to different CBR and Pareto ON-OFF

flows in either of 4 possible values (0.5 Mbps, 1 Mbps, 1.5 Mbps, and 2 Mbps).

The modulation rate at each transmitter is assigned according to link distance. In

particular, we use Table 4.1 to determine the modulation rate of a transmitter as a

function of its distance to the corresponding receiver. The values on such a table were

derived considering the maximum distance yielding a signal strength at the receiver

4 dBs over the minimum required for a BER lower than 10−5 for each modulation

rate (for a link operating in isolation). The propagation model and radio model are

the same as those described in Section 4.4.4. As a simplifying condition, we set the
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Modulation rate Link distance d

6 Mbps 184m > d > 103.3m

12 Mbps 103.3m > d > 62.7m

24 Mbps 62.7m > d > 34.0m

54 Mbps 34.0m > d

Table 4.1 : Modulation rate selection table

same rate to all flows sharing the same transmitter, so that modulation rates are

set per-node as opposed to per-flow in the simulator.9 Using such a method, we

randomly generate 100 network instances, each of them with 48 flows. Fig. 4.10

shows the statistics related to the fraction of different performance factors in the

generated network instances, including node density, hidden interferers, asymmetric

modulation rates and shared flow transmitters. Fig. 4.11 shows a sample network

from the 100 instances considered for this evaluation.

We evaluate the protocol performance in terms of logarithmic network utility. We

normalize the obtained measures by the maximum utility attained by any protocol in

the same run, and average the normalized results over the 100 considered instances.

The V values considered for optimal CSMA are 2, 8, 32, 125, 500, and 2000, which is

the same range of values used in the solution from Section 4.3.5. The results, depicted

in Fig. 4.12, show that our design outperforms other solutions, with a 21%-68% utility

increase over optimal CSMA with different configurations, and more than 21% average

utility gain over 802.11. Furthermore, the cumulative density function of logarithmic

network utility in Fig. 4.13 shows that in more than 90% of the generated network

instances, our solution delivers higher utility than the other evaluated protocols.

9If two flows sharing the same transmitter operate over links supporting different rates according

to Table 4.1, the lowest rate is selected as the transmitter’s modulation rate.
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Figure 4.10 : Statistics depicting the frequency of different performance factors in the

100 randomly generated network topologies with 48 flows.

4.6 Related work

There has been extensive research in distributed CSMA optimization. The numerous

works in this field come in a variety of flavors depending on the research approach,
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Figure 4.11 : Sample randomly-generated network with 48 flows. 16 of these flows

are bidirectional TCP flows, leading to a total of 64 flows at the MAC layer.
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Figure 4.12 : Normalized sum of the throughput logs attained by different protocols

on average over 100 randomly-generated topologies with 48 flows.

system model, performance objective, and other aspects. In the following, we present

a broad classification that provides an overview of the entire area while contrasting

our contributions to prior work.
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Analytical works: Multiple analytical works were devoted to the design and

study of distributed CSMA algorithms that maximize different performance mea-

sures [35–38]. Such works differ on the analytical techniques in use, system model, and

the level of overhead in the proposed solutions. For example, [35] was the first to show

the throughput-optimality of distributed CSMA under the multi-hop model. [36], in-

stead proposed utility-optimal mechanisms based on a fixed-point approximation of

the network performance. [37] derives an alternative solution for throughput max-

imization under slotted time. [38] instead proposes a generalized version of the al-

gorithm in [35] for utility maximization with no message passing. All these works

address network performance optimization through rigorous analytical means within

a well-defined set of assumptions. While we also make use of analysis to support our

design, our main focus is on addressing sources of high performance degradation for

optimal CSMA to deliver robust operation in a wide range of operating settings.

Experimental works: Other works focus on the implementation and experimen-

tal evaluation of the systems above described [39–41]. The early experiences in [39,40]
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mostly focus on implementation aspects, such as addressing the main challenges for

system implementation over existing hardware, respectively for the case of wireless

networks and wireless sensor networks. Our study in [41] evaluates optimal CSMA

to identify how different factors affect its performance in practical operational set-

tings. Furthermore, in such an evaluation study we first identify the main sources of

performance degradation for optimal CSMA addressed here.

Other works: Like our work, others have also noted the problematic effect of

different assumptions in the optimal CSMA models, for example [42,43,45–47]. How-

ever, our approach differs in a number of aspects. For example, while [43] improves

the operation of TCP over optimal CSMA via modifications to the transport layer, we

propose an extension to optimal CSMA itself that allows optimal adaptation with het-

erogeneous traffic. And, while [45,46] propose the use of reservation mechanisms like

RTS/CTS to limit the effects of collisions, we are the firsts to study the optimization-

robustness conflict under high levels of contention, and propose an adaptive solution.

4.7 Conclusion

In this chapter, we address the main sources of performance degradation in optimal

CSMA, to derive a distributed system for proportional fairness in networks with

channel asymmetries, heterogeneous traffic, and high contention. We propose a novel

approach to design that combines robustness with optimization, to overcome the

high performance degradation introduced in optimal CSMA by such factors. Our

contributions drive the development of future robust and optimal CSMA, enabling

high performance across a broad range of network operating conditions.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

In this thesis, we address the problem of robust optimization of CSMA wireless net-

works. To this end, we identify the main sources of performance degradation in

existing Optimal CSMA protocols, namely asymmetric channels, heterogeneous traf-

fic, and collisions under high contention, and propose new solutions for distributed

CSMA network optimization robust to such conditions.

Our work advances the state of the art in distributed CSMA network optimization

by deepening our understanding on the practical operation of Optimal CSMA, and

proposing robust solutions that enable their application in realistic scenarios under

challenging conditions to optimization.

Furthermore, our work feeds back the theoretical design community with new per-

spectives for optimal protocol design, inspiring a shift in the protocol design paradigm

from exclusive approaches centered in model-based optimization towards future de-

signs that combine both robustness and optimality for high performance across a

wide-range of network operational settings.
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